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 INSTITUTE 

Columbia Institute of Pharmacy is promoted by Janpragati Education Society (JPES). It is 

managed by a duly constituted Governing body. The Pharmacy institute was established in 

2004-05. The motto was to impart value based education in the field of pharmacy. Here 

efforts are made to craft such health care professionals who would provide exemplary 

services for the welfare of mankind. Columbia Institute of Pharmacy has a beautiful campus 

at Tekari (Near Mandhar Colony), 14 Km away from Raipur and 4 Km away from 

Chhattisgarh Vidhan Sabha. The institute has a glorious building with spacious class rooms. 

Our laboratories are well equipped with sophisticated instruments. The library houses more 

than 9000 books and number of national and international journals. The institute has a 

brilliant Medicinal Plants garden, CPCSEA approved Animal House. Our faculties are well 

qualified and experienced; they come from different parts of country and they are our prime 

asset. 

SEMINAR 

Regulatory affair is a crucial function in the Indian pharma industry. In the first place, 

'regulation' is the jurisdiction of human and communal conduct by dint of rules and limits. 

The expression 'regulation' has not been quite novel to industries like pharmaceuticals and 

biotechnology. The code of practice and laws that preside over the pharma business were 

taken on board in interest of shielding the consuming populace by struggling to supply drugs 

of uniform or reliable quality, efficacy and safety. Interestingly, the prominence of the 

regulation and regulatory affairs professional are the intention of this seminar.  

OBJECTIVE 

 Leading and providing strategic regulatory guidance and delivering the global regulatory 

strategy for product development, manufacturing and registration. 

 Establishing an efficient repository and archive for correspondence compliant with 

regulatory standards for audits 

 Providing high-quality, complete user/reviewer-friendly documents electronically 

transmissible and reproducible 

 Developing and maintaining product information and label 

 Providing regulatory intelligence, from paying attention to regulatory environment and 

changing landscape, to participating in external industry partnerships and developing 

policy with regulatory agencies 
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JAN PRAGATI EDUCATION SOCEITY 

(Columbia Group of Institutions) 

 

Mr. Kishore Jadwani 

Chairman, JPES 

3
rd

 Floor, Laxmi Plaza, Budha Para Chowk, 

Raipur, Chhatisgarh, India 

 

 

I am happy to know that Columbia Institute of Pharmacy is organizing a CGCOST Sponsored 

National Seminar on “Rules and Precincts of IPR and Regulatory Affairs for Indian 

Drugs” on 29-30
th

 Sept 2013.   

I am sure that according to the theme of the seminar, students of the college and the 

participants of the event will be highly benefited by the exchange of ideas among them. I 

hope seminar would be a source of new knowledge on the subject for all the participants. 

I wish the seminar a grand success. 

 

  

(Mr. Kishore Jadwani) 

Chairman, JPES 
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JAN PRAGATI EDUCATION SOCEITY 

(Columbia Group of Institutions) 

 

Mr. Harjeet Singh Hura 

Secretary, JPES 

3
rd

 Floor, Laxmi Plaza, Budha Para Chowk, 

Raipur, Chhatisgarh, India 

 

 

It gives me immense pleasure to know that Columbia Institute of Pharmacy is holding 

National Seminar on “Rules and Precincts of IPR and Regulatory Affairs for Indian 

Drugs” on 29-30
th

 Sept 2013 funded by CGCOST, Raipur. I hope that seminar‟s title is 

matching face of the global scientific development and need of the hour. I expect that this 

thought provoking seminar would not only be beneficial for upcoming research scholars, also 

provide an opportunity to set higher aims taking a glimpse of latest development in 

concerning field. 

Wishing very best for the huge success of the seminar 

 

 

(Harjeet Singh Hura) 

Secretary, JPES  
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CARE AND USE OF LABORATORY ANIMALS 

 Rameshroo Kenwat*, Pushpa Prasad, Trilochan Satapathy  

Department of Pharmacology, Columbia Institute of Pharmacy, Raipur-493111 (C.G.), India 

Email: rameshrookenwat@gmail.com 

 

Laboratory animals are those animals which can be bred and reared in the laboratory under 

suitable conditions. The common laboratory animals are mice, rat, guinea pig, rabbit and 

hamster. The other animals used for experimental purpose are cat, dog, frog, monkey, pigeon 

etc.The principles of humane experimental technique published by Russel and Burch in 1959 

gave the concept of “Three Rs..Reduction, refinement and replacement”. These are enforced 

by the Committee for the Purpose of Control and Supervision of Experiments on Animals, a 

statutory body under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, 1960.Good laboratory 

practice for animal facilities is intended to assure quality maintenance and safety of animals 

used in laboratory studies while conducting biomedical and behavioral research and testing of 

products. Under these provisions, the concerned establishments are required to get 

themselves registered with CPCSEA, form Institutional Animal Ethics Committee, get their 

Animal House Facilities inspected, and also get specific projects for research cleared by 

CPCSEA before commencing the research on animals.  

ABS-01 
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PATENT GUIDELINES FOR INDIAN HERBS 

Prosanjeet Biswas*, A.K. Jha 

Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, SSTC-SSGI, Junwani, Bhilai, Chhattisgarh 

 

The Controller General of Patents has issued guidelines for processing of patent applications 

relating to Traditional Knowledge (TK) and biological materials on November 08, 2012. The 

guidelines have been issued in lieu of the fact that a number of the Indian Patent Applications 

relating to herbal (plant) compositions/extracts/alkaloids (and other biological resources from 

India) are being granted in India even though their corresponding Foreign applications in the 

jurisdictions (US/EP/JPO etc.) where the TKDL access have been provided are being 

rejected. Due to lack of any standard procedures, different Examiners/Controllers have been 

analyzing the inventions from the patentability criteria differently. Among the various points 

discussed in the guidelines, the assessment of novelty and inventive step are the most useful 

ones especially the inventive step determination, which even though the patent 

agents/attorneys know well sometimes that the composition is obvious, the Applicants still 

want to go ahead in filing. Thus these guidelines would provide great clarity not only to the 

Examiners/Controllers but also to inventors/Applicants. 
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REGULATORY SITUATION OF HERBAL MEDICINES: GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 

Vishal Thakur*, Shekhar Verma, A.K. Jha 

Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, SSTC-SSGI, Junwani, Bhilai, Chhattisgarh 

 

The legal situation regarding herbal preparations varies from country to country. In some, 

phytomedicines arewell-established, whereas in others they are regarded as food and 

therapeutic claims are not allowed. Developing countries, however, often have a great 

number of traditionally used herbal medicines and much folk-knowledge about them, but 

have hardly any legislative criteria to establish these traditionally used herbal medicines as 

part of the drug legislation. For the classification of herbal or traditional medicinal products, 

factors applied in regulatory systems include: description in a pharmacopoeia monograph, 

prescription status, claim of a therapeutic effect, scheduled or regulated ingredients or 

substances, or periods of use. Some countries draw a distinction between "officially 

approved" products and "officially recognized" products, by which the latter products can be 

marketed without scientific assessment by the authority. 
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EYELINER: THE MOST INNOVATIVE COSMETIC PRODUCT 

Neetu Rani
*
, Rashmi Manchanda

1
, Ashwani Kumar 

2
,
 
& Peeush Singhal

2 

 

*,1 
R.K.S.D. College of Pharmacy, Kaithal, Haryana 

2
 Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, FAMS, Gurukul Kangri Vishwavidyalaya, 

Haridwar 

Email: ashwanipharma03@gmail.com 

 

Eyeliner is a cosmetic product which is used to define the eyes. It is used for daily makeup 

routine in order to create various looks as well as highlighting different features of the eyes. 

Eyeliner was first used in Ancient Middle East and Mesopotamia as a dark black line around 

the eyes. In the late twentieth and early twenty-first century, heavy eyeliner use has been 

associated with Gothic fashion and Punk fashion. Eyeliner of varying degrees of thickness, 

particularly "guyliner" on males, has also become associated with the emo subculture and 

various alternative lifestyles. There are four main types of eyeliner: pencil eye liner, Liquid 

eyeliner, Gel or cream eye liner.  Pencil eye liner: As the name suggests these come in the 

shape of pencils. It looks like an ordinary pencil and can be sharpen with an eyeliner 

sharpener they are called “Eye Kohl”. Some pencil liners come in plastic tubes that don‟t 

need any sharpening at all, they are called “Mechanical Twist Pencils” Liquid eyeliner: The 

first type of liquid eyeliner is the bottled type that comes with a brush. It gives the eyes a 

more dramatic effect and the liner does not smudge out easily. This is usually waterproof and 

comes in many colors. Gel or Cream Eye Liner: This liner has been used more by 

professional makeup artists than the mainstream public, but it is becoming more common. 

Cream eyeliners generally come in a pot that you can dip an angled brush to get the product 

out. It can even be used as a creamy base underneath eye shadows. 

ABS-04 
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INDIAN REGULATION FOR HERBAL MEDICINE 

Azharuddin*, Himanshu Mali, Dr.S.S.Shukla, Sunil Mistry 

Gayatri College of Pharmacy, Sambalpur- Odisha 

Columbia College of Pharmacy, Raipur 

 

In the Republic of India, the national policy on TM/CAM was introduced in 1940. National 

laws and regulations were also issued in 1940, and updated in 1964, 1970 and 1982. The 

national programme was issued in 1964. The national office, the Department of Medicine and 

Homeopathy, was established in 1995 as part of the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. 

There are a number of expert committees for different forms of TM/CAM; the earliest was 

established in 1962. There are also a number of national research institutes; the first was the 

Central Council of Indian Medicine, established in 1970. National regulation of herbal 

medicine began in 1940 with the publication of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act; the laws and 

regulations on herbal medicines are partly the same as those for conventional 

pharmaceuticals. In India, herbal medicines are sold in pharmacies as prescription and over 

the counter medicines, in special outlets, by licensed practitioners and without restriction. 

There are 4246 registered herbal medicines. Essential drug lists exist separately for the three 

systems of traditional medicine in India; the ayurveda list has 315 herbal medicines on its 

essential drug list, the unani list has 244 herbal medicines and the siddha list has 98. These 

lists were issued in 2001, 2000 and 2001, respectively. India has two multivolume national 

pharmacopoeias, the Ayurvedic pharmacopoeia of India and the Unani pharmacopoeia of 

India. Both are considered to be legally binding. Regarding national monographs, several 

sources are used, including a national database on medical plants used in ayurvedic medicine 

and monographs contained in the national pharmacopoeias.Manufacturing regulatory 

requirements include adherence to information contained in pharmacopoeias and monographs 

and the same GMP rules required for conventional pharmaceuticals.  
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Traditional use of herbal medicine is usually an integral part of culture, which was developed 

within an ethnic group before the development and spread of modern science. Respect for the 

principle of the traditional system of medicine under study must be an important priority. 

Traditional knowledge and experience of the use of herbal medicines should be considered 

when the research is proposed, prepared and conducted Consultation with traditional medical 

practitioners is encouraged. In conducting research on herbal medicines which are based on 

traditional principles and techniques, such principles and techniques should be considered. 

Regulatory requirements may be different in different countries As a general rule, traditional 

experience which means that long-term use as well as the medical, historical and ethnological 

background are well recorded, should be taken into account WHO Guidelines for the 

Assessment of Herbal Medicine should be consulted for the registration of herbal medicine 

products. In the design and conduct of researches on herbal medicine, the country‟s 

regulatory requirements must already be considered, particularly those required for 

registration of herbal medicine products.There is currently no patent protection for 

indigenous medicinal methods and pharmaceutical companies commonly utilize the 

knowledge in the development of new patentable medicines. Proposals have been made to 

reform this supposed inequity and “to place patents for indigenous peoples as a means to 

empowerment and recognition of their intellectual contributions.” However, Western patent 

systems appropriately exclude TK from patent protection. Additionally, intellectual property 

rights are not reconcilable with the traditional beliefs of indigenous peoples. 
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A Gene Patent is patent of invention in the field of genomic biology, thus providing 

the patentee with the right to exclude others from making, using, selling, or importing the 

claimed invention in biology for a limited period of time. §3(c) of Indian Patents Act, 1970 

precludes that “A genetically modified sequence which is new, inventive and has industrial 

application is patentable” which alarms that Infringement is too possible in Indian Market, 

but §4 of the Competition Act, 2002 was invoked “where any enterprise abuses its dominant 

position in the market”. The abuse of dominant position which results in denial of market 

access in any manner can trigger essential facilities doctrine. The legality of Gene Patents is a 

contentious debate. On one hand, isolation of a gene amounts to „discovery‟ and not 

„invention‟ and hence not patentable. On the other hand, subject matter is not the isolated 

gene per se but the purified gene which comes under the realm of “invention” and not 

“discovery” and hence patentable. This debate has intensified in the light of recent judgment 

by District Court of New York which invalidated seven of twenty-three patents on BRCA1 

and BRCA2 genes filed by Myriad Genetics. This reflects that Companies are directed 

towards Profits rather than Research. Thus “Blocking Patent” or “Compulsory Licensing” is 

the best way to prevent the impedance in „Quality‟, „Availability‟ and „Accessibility‟ of 

health care caused by Gene Patents. Thereby; preventing epidemic of “Patent Fever”, which 

will affect Indian IPR in near future?  
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Tablets have been produced for more than 100 years in large quantities, and their quality has 

always been an issue; therefore the technical factors that influence tablet properties have been 

studied extensively. It has immediately become obvious that the number of factors is large 

and that there is a lot of interaction between them. Therefore, pharmaceutical development in 

general, and tablet manufacture in particular, have been one of the first areas where factor 

analysis and Design of Experiments (DoE) have been introduced. Pharmaceutical tablets are 

subject to special regulations regarding their quality. Obvious examples are requirements for 

tablet performance in terms of pharmacological effect, which is closely connected to the 

uniformity of drug substance content in each tablet, to the disintegration properties of the 

tablet into smaller particles after intake, and to the rate of dissolution of the drug substance 

from the tablet or particles (drug release). For each product on the market, a set of quality 

criteria and their specific limits are defined by the relevant regulatory health authorities, e.g. 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the USA, or European Medicines Agency (EMA) 

for Europe. 
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Poor water solubility of many anticancer agents (Ellipticine, KRN 5500 (KRN), Paclitaxel, 

camptothecin) hinders their application and difficult to deliver via many novel drug delivery 

systems. Some anti cancer drugs are highly effective but due to their poor aqueous solubility 

and instability with water phase, it could not produce effective treatment. To overcome 

various above mentioned problem, water free preparation required to deliver such type of 

anticancer drugs. Proposed research project focuses on development of novel carrier systems 

to produce effective delivery of poor aqueous soluble anti cancer drugs to the targeted cells 

and organs. Over the past few decades there has been growing interest to develop novel drug 

delivery carriers. Among many carrier systems, anhydrous microemulsion best suited for 

such type of drugs.  Anhydrous microemulsion can be formulated without an aqueous phase 

to produce versatile vehicle. These systems, which can replace conventional emulsions where 

the presence of water to be avoided may play vital role to deliver important poor aqueous 

soluble anti cancer agents.  
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Medical gases are those which are manufactured, packaged, and intended for 

administration to a patient in anaesthesia, therapy, or diagnosis. The officially listed 

therapeutic gases include oxygen,helium, carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, medical air 

and nitrogen. These gases are usually given to the pre operated,intra operated and post 

operated patients and to the patients in case of emergency. These gases are to be 

supplied by airtight, color coded, well labelled container as required by the respective 

regulatory authorities of every country or via a central line which runs thru the entire 

hospital. In spite all the regulations, precautions put down by the regulatory 

authorities, there are still reports of medical gas mix ups which even resulted in death 

of the patients. Even through the mistake done is not intentional it puts the patient‟s 

life at jeopardy. So, eventually who is to be blamed for the mix up, the regulatory 

authorities, the manufacturer, the distributor, the physician or the nurse? Well it is a 

rhetorical question which still remains unanswered. These reports emphasize the need 

of regular monitoring from their manufacture until their administration. 
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In a facility that uses good manufacturing practice, numerous type of documentation 

exists and a serve a verity of function. Example of the functions of the 

documentations include; providing a record of what was done, instructing an 

individual on how to perform tasks, defining specifications, ensuring traceability and 

providing evidence that a product was made according to regulatory or in house 

requirements. This paper will help you provide with some of the minimum standard, 

reasoning and rules that you will be required to provide when completing current 

good manufacturing practices documentation.The rules set forth in documentation 

apply to all personal in a company. Individuals involved with holding, storing, 

transportation, manufacture, testing, support and packaging of FDA regulated 

materials will be expected to know and abide by the common rules of documentation. 

Documentation is an essential part of the quality assurance system and, as such, shall 

be related to all aspects good manufacturing practices. Its aim is to define the 

specification for all materials, method of manufacture and control, to ensure that all 

personal concerned with manufacture know the information necessary to decide 

whether or not to release a batch of drug for sale and to provide an audit trail that 

permit investigation of the history of any suspected effective batch. 
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Eye is a vital organ of our body and any complication can lead to serious effect on the visual 

acuity of the individual. Development of new drug candidates and novel drug delivery 

technologies for effective treatment of ocular diseases has shown a sharp increase in recent 

years. Treatment of anterior segment diseases has witnessed significant advances in prodrug 

approach and permeability enhancers. Intravitreal, subconjunctival, and periocular routes of 

administration and controlled release formulations of various carriers like nanoparticles, 

nanoemulsions, microemulsions, dendrimers and microparticles have emerged as novel 

strategies. Biodegradable as well as non-biodegradable implants to deliver drugs to the 

posterior segment of the eye are being explored as therapeutic approaches. Without adequate 

regulatory guidance for ocular drugs, such routes of administration and novel formulations 

can make unique challenges to those involved in designing nonclinical programs, including 

consideration of clinical and nonclinical factors and selection of species, strains, and ocular 

toxicity parameters. Toxicological pathologists can also contribute by sharing their practical 

experience in evaluating morphological effects of these novel approaches. The present paper 

explores the species anatomical differences that can have a bearing on interpretation of 

toxicological and pathological responses to the eye. It also highlights the importance of 

human risk assessment of these important new therapies for ocular diseases. Newer methods 

of administering ocular drugs to provide a spectrum of toxicological and pathological 

viewpoints for nonclinical development, including regulatory considerations, morphological 

evaluation, and correlation of pathological data to functional endpoints are discussed. A 

comprehensive and meaningful risk assessment in ophthalmic therapeutics is also presented. 
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The purpose of this work was to develop and validate a simple, rapid, accurate and 

economical UV Spectrophotometric method for determination of altretamine (alkylating 

agent) in bulk and prepared formulation.  The λmax of the drug in methanol was found to be 

382.0 nm. Results showed that altretamine followed linearity in the concentration range 5 –25 

μg/ml with a correlation coefficient (R
2
) > 0.991. The method was validated by using the 

analytical performance parameters suggested by the International Conference on 

Harmonization (ICH). All the validation parameters were within the acceptable range. As 

described in experimental conditions, the calibration curve, assay of sample and recovery 

studies were performed. The parameters of validation proved the precision of method and its 

applicability for the estimation and high throughput analysis of the drug. 
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Inflammation is the response to an injurious stimulus. It can be evoked by a wide variety of 

noxious agents (e.g., infections, antibodies, or physical injuries). Piroxicam is a nonsteroidal 

anti‐inflammatory drug (NSAID) that exhibits anti‐inflammatory, rheumatoid arthritic 

property.  The purpose of this study was to develop an emulgel formulation of piroxicam, 

using methyl cellulose as gelling agent. The influence of the gelling agent and the 

concentration of both oil phase and emulsifying agent on the drug release from the prepared 

emulgels were investigated using 2
3
 factorial design. The formulation was found to be 

efficient with good physical appearance, spreadibility and percentage drug content, release 

profile and there is scope of scale up of the batches to the commercial level. The formulations 

were evaluated for color, pH (5.5-6), spreadibility, Drug content and Viscosity. All the 

formulations showed excellent rheological property.  Drug release study was performed by 

membrane bag method and was found to be 75% in 24 hours.   
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Compulsory licensing has been advocated by several international organizations like WIPO 

(World Intellectual Property Organization), WTO (World Trade Organization) on Trade 

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), is the practice of authorizing a third 

party to make, use, or sell a patented invention without the patentee‟s consent for the purpose 

of curing diseases, in the interest of general public and/or to increase fair competition 

between/among manufacturers. Inthis process, an individual/ company seeking to use 

another's intellectual property can do so without seeking the rights holder's consent, and pays 

a set fee for the license.In March 2012, the first license was granted to Indian generic drug 

manufacturer NatcoPharma Ltd for sorafenib, ananti-cancer drug patented by Bayer. In 

March 2013, the Indian Ministry of Health granted a compulsory license to local companies 

for the manufacturing of Trastuzumab.As an emergency measure, compulsory licensing 

offers clear benefits: it helps to deliver life-saving drugs to millions of patients at the cheapest 

possible price. In the long run, however, the threat of it may reduce access to foreign 

technologies as it discourages foreign inventors to transfer inventions into the country. But, at 

the same time, compulsory licensing may generate domestic invention if experience with 

producing foreign inventions creates opportunities for learning and follow-up inventions.In 

India, millions of people living below the poverty lineneed cheap medicine. Thus, the 

compulsory license as patent related flexibilitywill give positive outcomes for India. 
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Regulatory Affairs is a career in regulated industries mainly pharmaceuticals, medical 

devices and banking. It has specific meaning within healthcare industries like 

pharmaceuticals, medical devices, biologics and functional foods. Pharmaceutical and 

Clinical Research Industry is the most regulated amongst all the industries. Each drug before 

accomplish market approval have to undergo rigorous inspection and clinical trials to certify 

its safety, efficacy and quality. Regulatory authorities of their respective countries such as 

FDA in US, Medicine Control Agency (MCA) in UK and Drug Controlling Authority (DCA) 

in India etc set standards for safety, efficacy and quality of Drugs. Department of Regulatory 

Affairs have an important role in meeting these regulatory standards. Regulatory authorities 

were still continues monitoring even after the drug has approved after the clinical trials and 

marketed to identify incident of any serious side effect. Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs 

perform the activities by which facts is established to confirm that the product is safe and 

meeting the legal standards to assure the good health of consumers. Amongst all the 

departments of a pharmaceutical company, Regulatory Affairs Department acts as the 

boundary between the pharmaceutical company and the regulatory agencies across the world. 

Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs provide an outline of drug development from clinical 

trials to marketing to post approval activities.  
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Good Manufacturing Practice regulations (GMPs) used by pharmaceutical, medical device 

and food manufacturers as they produce and test products that people use. GMP is that part of 

quality assurance, which ensures that pharmaceutical products are consistently manufactured 

to the quality standards appropriate to their intended use and as required by a marketing 

authorisation or product specification. Manufacturers‟ compliance with GMP legislation is a 

requirement of approval of regulatory submissions. Manufacturers are subject to inspection 

and audit by regulatory authorities. Non-compliance with GMP requirements can have 

significant commercial consequences for a pharmaceutical company. It is a production and 

testing practice that helps to ensure a quality product. Many countries have regulated that 

pharmaceutical and medical device companies must follow GMP guidelines. The U.S. Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA) enforce GMPs in the United States. Pharmaceutical 

regulators and the pharmaceutical industry in over one hundred countries use the World 

Health Organization (WHO) version of GMP worldwide, primarily in the developing world. 

The European Union's GMP (EU-GMP) enforces similar requirements to WHO GMP, as 

does the FDA's version in the US. Similar GMPs are used in other countries, with Australia, 

Canada, Japan, Singapore, Philippines and others having highly developed/sophisticated 

GMP requirements. In the United Kingdom, the Medicines Act (1968) covers most aspects of 

GMP in what is commonly referred to as "The Orange Guide". 
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ICH stands for The International Conference on Harmonization of Technical Requirements 

for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use. The mission of ICH is: “To achieve 

greater harmonization to ensure that safe, effective and high quality medicines are developed 

and registered in the most resource efficient manner.” Harmonization of regulatory 

necessities was initiated by the European Union (EU), in the 1980s, as the European Union 

moved towards the development of a single market for pharmaceuticals. The awareness that it 

was important to have an independent evaluation of medicinal products before they are 

allowed on the market was reached at different times in different regions. In April 1990, ICH 

has worked to harmonize the criteria, standards and documents required for approval and 

authorization of new and novel medicinal products. It prevents duplication of clinical trials, 

minimizing the use of animal testing without compromising safety and effectiveness, and 

reformation the submission preparation and regulatory assessment processes. ICH consists of 

representatives of the regulatory agencies and industry associations of the three ICH regions, 

Japan, the US, and the European Union. In addition, representatives from other countries 

such as Canada, and the World Health Organization were present as observers and to support 

the ICH initiatives. Accordingly, the guidelines produced by ICH, are designated by the 

letters E, Q, S, or M: Efficacy guidelines, Quality guidelines, Safety guidelines and 

Multidisciplinary guidelines. 
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In the present days, there has been escalating attentiveness, general acceptability and demand 

of the use of phytopharmaceuticals in today‟s practice to treat chronic diseases to live 

healthy. Phytopharmaceuticals are traditional compounds derived from botanicals, either as 

pure compound alone or as standardized plant extracts. Demand of phytopharmaceuticals has 

also given augment to various forms of abuse and adulteration of the products leading to 

dissatisfaction for consumer‟s and manufacturer‟s and also fatal consequences. The 

development of advanced standardization methods which can develop reliable profile for 

identification of herbal drugs and quantification of bioactive phytoconstituents/markers. As 

per the WHO specific guidelines to assess safety, efficacy and quality of herbal medicines as 

a prerequisite for global harmonization are very importance. A wide range of analytical 

techniques (HPLC, HPTLC, UV spectroscopy and gas chromatography) have limitation due 

to composition and quantity of phytoconstituents varies with several factors. This can be 

misleading if the samples are consciously adulterated with a marker compound. Also near 

close chemical nature species are not easy to identify by simple analytical techniques.  DNA 

based  molecular  markers  have utility  as  inventive  tools  in  various  fields  like  

taxonomy,  physiology, embryology, plant breeding, ecology, genetic engineering, genetic 

finger printing etc. Also these molecular markers used to distinguishing adulterants, RAPD 

and SCAR markers for authentication and discrimination of herbs from their adulterants. 

Hence amalgamation of chemical/analytical method with genetic method develops more 

efficient, precise, reliable and sensitive techniques for authentication of clinically important 

plants. 
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Patient taking medicine, drug or pharmaceutical product expects the product to be safe and 

efficacious. The International Conference on Harmonization of Technical requirements for 

Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use. ICH is a joint initiative involving both 

regulators and research-based industry representatives of the: European Union EU, Japan and 

the US.ICH's mission ensures safety, efficacy, and high quality medicines including different 

multidisciplanary.In contest to this clinical studies play major role in development of 

formulation. The present quest is concerned with the extent of population exposed to access 

clinical safety for drug used for long term treatment. It includes E1, E2A, E2B(R3), E2D, 

E2E, E2F to represent extent of population, standards for reporting, transmission of 

individual case, safety reports, safety data management, pharmacovigiliance and development 

of safety update report respectively, as to maintain safety, efficacy, quality and potency of 

concerned area of work. 
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As with other inventions and industries, the need for investment in research and development 

efforts creates an obvious need for the protection of biotechnological inventions. The 

growing demand for biological or genetic resources, due to their demand in biotechnology, 

pharmaceutical, cosmetics, agriculture and other industries, has resulted in increased bio 

prospecting activities in developing countries. Biotechnology includes any technique that 

uses living organisms or parts of organisms to make or modify products, to improve plants or 

animals, or to develop microorganisms for specific uses. Intellectual Property is the term used 

to describe the branch of law which protects the application of thoughts, ideas and 

information which are of commercial value. It thus covers the law relating to patents, 

copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets and other similar rights. Recent development of new 

biological techniques i.e. recombinant DNA, cell fusion, and monoclonal antibody 

technology has raised fundamental social and moral questions and created problems in 

intellectual property rights.  Currently two main systems of protection for biotechnology: 

rights in plant varieties, and patents. It includes patent, trademark and geographical 

indications. IPRs are valid indefinitely, as long as the conditions for their protection continue 

to be met, as in the cases of trademarks, geographical indications, and trade secrets.   
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Toxicity testing is conducted to get information on the biological activity and mechanism of 

action of the drug. The toxicity testing of drugs provide scientific justification for their use, 

safety profile and efficacy of drugs. The OECD provides protocols for testing of toxicity of 

drugs. Guideline provides a sequential testing procedure that optimizes the placement of 

doses and use of the animal in testing. OECD Guidelines are periodically reviewed in the 

light of scientific progress, changing regulatory needs, and animal welfare considerations. 

The OECD has been one of the world‟s largest and most reliable sources of comparable 

statistical, economic and social data. 
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The quality of QSAR (Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationships) predictions depends on 

a large number of factors including the descriptor set, the statistical method, and the data sets 

used. The quality of QSAR predictions depends mainly as a function of the data set and 

descriptor type using partial least squares as the statistical modeling method. The study 

makes use of the fact that we have access to a large number of data sets and to a variety of 

different QSAR descriptors. The main conclusions are that the quality of the predictions 

depends both on the data set and the descriptor used. The quality of the predictions correlates 

positively with the size of the data set and the range of biological activities. There is no clear 

dependence of the quality of the predictions on the complexity of the data set. All of the 

descriptors tested produced useful predictions for some of the data sets. None of the 

descriptors is best for all data sets; it is therefore necessary to test in each individual case, 

which descriptor produces the best model. 2D fragment based descriptors usually performed 

better than simpler descriptors based on augmented atom types.  
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Total quality management is important hypothesis of management sciences which has 

generally used in various fields. Total quality management makes uses of human resources in 

an pharmaceutical industry to achieve its aim. Total quality management helps in to research, 

marketing and production aspects to get maximum profit. At present, in Indian competitive 

pharma market it is critical to improve quality of service continually, while reducing costs 

and  make the most of resource utilization. As total quality management aims for continuous 

improvement by improving effectiveness, efficiency, cohesiveness, flexibility of 

competitiveness the needs of the market can be fulfilled. The competitive attitude bench 

marking target orientation and better communication are the direct outcome of this internal 

customer concept.  Intent of present study is to convey how total quality management 

improves quality in the pharmaceutical industry. 
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GMP is a production and testing practice that helps to ensure a quality product. Many 

countries have legislated that pharmaceutical and medical device companies must follow 

GMP procedures, and have created their own GMP guidelines that correspond with their 

legislation. Basic concepts of all of these guidelines remain more or less similar to the 

ultimate goals of safeguarding the health of the patient as well as producing good quality 

medicine, medical devices or active pharmaceutical products. In the U.S. a drug may be 

deemed adulterated if it has passed all of the specifications tests but is found to be 

manufactured in a condition which violates current good manufacturing guideline. Therefore, 

complying with GMP is a mandatory aspect in pharmaceutical manufacturing. It is the 

company's responsibility to determine the most effective and efficient quality process.                                                                                                            

In this guideline “manufacturing” includes receipt of APIs, raw materials and 

Labeling/packaging materials, production, packaging, labeling, examination/testing, storage, 

release from manufacturing sites, and other all operations related to manufacturing control 

and quality control at manufacturing sites for drug products. In this guideline the term 

“should” indicates recommendations for applying the relevant item unless there are 

alternative control methods that can provide equivalent levels of manufacturing control and 

quality control. This guideline does not intend to cover safety. This guideline covers the 

manufacturing control and quality control of drug products to which the GMP Ministerial 

Ordinance for Drugs and Quasi-drugs is applicable. 
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The main objective of the study is to evaluate hepatoprotective activity of ethanolic extract of 

bark of Bauhinia tomentosa. Albino wistar rats of either sex weighing 150-200 g were 

divided into seven groups (n=6). Liver injury was produced by carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) 1 

ml/kg/d dissolved in olive oil (1:1) orally. Silymarin (100 mg/kg) orally was used as standard 

drug. Test groups received Ethanolic extract of bark of Bauhinia tomentosa (BTEE) in the 

doses of 100, 200, 300 and 400 mg/kg/day orally along with CCl4. Treatment was given to all 

the groups daily for 7 days. The hepatoprotective effect of BTEE was evaluated by 

assessment of biochemical parameters [Aspartate aminotransferase (AST), Alanine 

aminotransferase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and total bilirubin] and the antioxidant 

activity in the liver tissue was estimated by determining the activities of antioxidant enzymes: 

reduced glutathione (GSH), catalase (CAT) as well as the level of lipid peroxidation by 

Malondialdehyde (MDA). Histopathological examination of the liver was also done. BTEE 

(300mg/kg and 400 mg/kg) exhibited highly significant reduction (p<0.001) in AST, ALT, 

ALP and total bilirubin. BVEE (200 mg/kg and 100 mg/kg) exhibited highly significant 

reduction (p<0.001) in AST, ALT and ALP, just significant reduction (p<0.05) in total 

bilirubin. BVEE in doses of 200, 300 and 400 mg/kg/d showed highly significant reduction 

(p<0.001) in MDA and rise in (p<0.001) in CAT and GSH. BVEE in dose of 100 mg/kg/d 

showed highly significant reduction (p<0.001) in MDA and rise in (p<0.001) in CAT but 

only significant rise (p<0.01) in GSH. Histopathological examination of the liver suggested 

hepatoprotective effect of the extract by decreasing the extent of centrilobular necrosis, fatty 

changes and congestion of sinusoids when compared to carbon tetrachloride group.  BTEE 

showed significant dose dependent protection against carbon tetrachloride induced liver 

injury in rats.  
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The objective of this research was to develop and validate a simple, rapid, accurate and 

economical UV Spectrophotometric method for determination of Naringenin in bulk and 

prepared formulation. In Methanol, the λmax of the drug was found to be 283.2 nm. In the 

proposed method, Naringenin follows linearity in the concentration range 5 –50 μg/ml with a 

correlation coefficient (R2) greater than 0.992. The method was validated by following the 

analytical performance parameters suggested by the International Conference on 

Harmonization (ICH). All validation parameters were within the acceptable range. Under 

experimental conditions described, calibration curve, assay of powder and recovery studies 

was performed. Parameters of validation prove the precision of the method and its 

applicability for the determination of Naringenin in bulk and prepared formulation. The 

method is fast and is suitable for high throughput analysis of the drug. 
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BIOPHARMACEUTICS CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (BCS): A TOOL FOR 

BIOEQUIVALENCE STUDIES 

Baghel P., Saraf S., Roy A., Shukla SS., Bhairam M., Banafar A 

 

Drug bioavailability and Bioequivalence study are the two important parameters to be taken 

into consideration for the formulation and evaluation of pharmaceutical dosage forms. 

Biopharmaceutics classification (BCS) is such a system that helps in the bioequivalence (BE) 

and bioavailability study of drug without using in-vivo study on animals. This system avoids 

experiments on animals/human volunteers. The important mechanics of classification of 

drugs through this system involves two parameters i.e. permeability and solubility. Based on 

these two factors the drugs are classified. The introduction of the BCS in FDA guidelines 

represents a major step forward in the regulation of oral drug products. The FDA guideline 

suggests internal standards and indicator substances to characterize the permeability of drug 

substances in vitro and in vivo. The BCS is used to set some specific standards for drug 

substances, which is helpful in reducing BE requirements. The biopharmaceutical 

classification system (BCS) classifies compounds based on their solubility and permeability. 

Regulatory agencies and health organizations have utilized this classification system to allow 

dissolution to be used to establish bioequivalence for highly soluble and highly permeable 

compounds. BCS also offers a framework from which to address the evaluation of the 

competence of performance of new formulations throughout clinical development. Hence the 

introduction of BCS has helped to regulate the drug evaluation parameters by minimizing the 

processing and experimental use of animals for the in vivo evaluation of unknown drug 

compounds.  
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The World Bank in a study on world development has indicated that the gap between the 

have and the have-nots may increase due to ownership of knowledge through Intellectual 

property Rights (IPRs). Intellectual Property Rights is a tool to protect innovation and exploit 

it to earn money. But now days, to shorten the time and money spent in research and 

development, various companies have also started using it to bypass competitors patent and 

enter new markets. Patenting trends across the world shows that there is a spurt in R&D 

activity by other countries to exploit these vast traditional bio-resources for commercial gain 

leading to innovative product, processes and applications. The legal battles on Neem, 

Turmeric and Basmati has led to a fear in most of the developing countries that, by using the 

instruments of present global regime of Intellectual Property Rights, much of their natural 

wealth in the form of bio-diversity aspects will be expropriated by Trans National 

Corporations. The misappropriation of traditional knowledge including the patent on wound 

healing properties of turmeric and the hypoglycemic properties of bitter gourd and Brinjal 

have led to bitter experiences for India. This review focused on the economics of intellectual 

property rights and how pharmaceutical patent protection might not be the sole culprit in the 

access to innovation problem for Indian research. 
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The objective of the present study was to develop a precise, accurate, sensitive and reliable 

method for determination of low concentrations of ellagic acid, using spectrofluorimetric 

method. A standard curve of ellagic acid was prepared in methanol and serum in the 

concentration range 1-10 ng/ml.  The method was validated in terms of linearity, accuracy 

and precision. A standard curve of ellagic acid was prepared in methanol and serum in the 

concentration range 1-10 ng/ml.  The method was validated in terms of linearity, accuracy 

and precision.  Ellagic acid was also estimated in rat serum after oral administration of ellagic 

acid at a dose of 100 mg/kg.  The regression data for ellagic acid in methanol and serum 

showed a good linear relationship with R > 0.99 over the concentration range of 1-10 ng/ml.  

The method gave adequate precision, accuracy and recovery. The developed 

spectrofluorimetric method is suitable for the estimation of ellagic acid in biological fluids.  It 

is also concluded that the method is useful for measuring very low ellagic acid concentrations 

and is also less time consuming compared with HPLC, which requires a long time to achieve 

a chromatographic separation. 
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An emulgel formulation was developed for a topical non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agent 

using carbopol as the gelling agent. The effect of concentrations of oil, surfactant and gelling 

agent on the in-vitro drug release pattern was investigated using 2
3
 factorial design. The 

optimized emulgel formulations were characterized for appearance, color, pH, homogeneity, 

viscosity and spreadability. The in-vitro release profile drug from the emulgel formulation 

was strongly affected by the concentration of gelling agent, surfactants and oil. Stability 

studies were conducted at different temperatures and humidity conditions that indicated the 

formulations to be stable under accelerated conditions. No erythema or irritation was 

observed during the skin irritation studies on rabbits. Optimized formulation showed 

comparable analgesic and anti-inflammatory activity when they compared with marketed 

Nurofen gel. So, it can be concluded that topical emulgel of dexibuprofen posses an effective 

anti-inflammatory and analgesic activity.  
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Specially designed vesicles can deliver the drug within 30 min to stratum corneum, epidermis 

and dermis in significantly higher concentration than conventional preparations. In the 

present study curcuminoid liposomes were prepared and optimised for lipid and cholesterol 

ratio based on entrapment efficiency, vesicular size and drug penetration. Curcuminoids, 

obtained from rhizomes of Curcuma longa have well established antioxidant property. 

Soxhlet extraction of Curcuma longa was carried out with two solvents viz. ethanol and 

hydroethanol [15:85]. Liposomes composed of soya lecithin and cholesterol, with 

curcuminoids entrapped in the inner compartment, were prepared by the simple mechanical 

method, vortexing the phospholipid dispersion in water. Extract loaded liposomes were 

prepared, evaluated for size, entrapment efficiency, in vitro drug permeation and incorporated 

into the cream. For stability determination liposomes were kept for 3 weeks at 4
o
C. In vitro 

drug permeation via excised goat skin was studied in Franz diffusion cell. The presence of 

vesicles in the cream was confirmed by the transmission electron microscopy and the efficacy 

of the formulated creams by the physicochemical parameters. A size range of 15 nm to 60 nm 

was found, with 80% of the vesicles being smaller than 30 nm in size. High percentage of 

encapsulated drug into liposomes has been obtained (over 72 %). In vitro permeation studies 

of the prepared liposomes showed that liposome systems were efficient at delivering 

curcuminoids into goat skin.Proposed formulations provided a stable percentage of liposome 

encapsulated antioxidant. 
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Parenteral emulsions are special O/W emulsions used to feed patients whose medical 

condition makes them unable to eat normally. One is that the maximum droplet size must be 

below 5μm in order to avoid the risk of a pulmonary embolism. The hydrodynamic and 

physicochemical formulation parameters were manipulated to reduce energy input and 

equipment requirements. The „Fa‟ preparation shows the significant result and it was selected 

as an optimized formulation on the basis of low viscosity and excellent syringability. 

diffusion study reveled that multiple emulsion sustained the release of drug more than the 

marketed preparation. It can be predict that the formulation sustained the release up to seven 

days. The drug release data shows that the drug release of all formulations in the following 

order Fe > Fd > Fc > Fb > Fa > Marketed formulation. The amount of the drug diffused out 

was relatively small. The resulting emulsions by this simplified and less energy intensive 

processes complies with droplet size requirements and are stable over several months.  
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Aim of the present work was to develop and validate a simple, accurate and economical UV 

Spectrophotometric method for determination of triamcinolone acetonide in bulk and 

prepared formulation.  The λmax of the drug in methanol was observed to be 338.0 nm. 

Triamcinolone acetonide followed linearity in the concentration range of 5 –25 μg/ml with a 

correlation coefficient (R
2
) > 0.982. The method validation was carried out as per the 

analytical performance parameters suggested by the International Conference on 

Harmonization. The calibration curve, assay of sample and recovery studies were performed 

in accordance with described experimental conditions. All the validation parameters were 

found to be within the acceptable range.  In overall findings it was observed that precision of 

method and its application in estimation with high throughput analysis of the drug was as 

result of validation. 
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    The purpose of this work was to prepare oral sustained release matrix tablet of highly 

water soluble drug and to evaluate the effect of concentration of hydrophobic polymer and 

effect of methods of preparation on the release of drug. Glyceryl behenate (Compritol 888) 

and Stearic acid are waxy materials can be used in formulation of sustained release dosage 

form of water soluble drugs. Because of the high frequency of administration and short 

biological half-life, Trimetazidine dihydrochloride was considered as an ideal drug for 

designing sustained release formulation. The sustained release matrices of Trimetazidine 

dihydrochloride were prepared by melt granulation technique in different drug:wax ratios. 

Drug release was studied by using USP apparatus-I with pH 1.2 for one hour and pH 6.8 for 

seven hours. The drug release profile compared with marketed formulation. During 

dissolution study, different parameters such as effect of different drug:wax ratio and 

combination of waxes and effect of release enhancers such as MCC and Lactose were 

studied. The results of dissolution study showed that release of drug from matrices prepared 

from combination of both waxes gets more retarded than from Glyceryl behenate and Stearic 

acid alone. Also study revealed that as concentration of waxes increases, release of drug from 

matrices decreases. Effect of release enhancers showed that use of lactose produces a higher 

release of drug compared to MCC. Dissolution of Trimetazidine dihydrochloride from 

matrices followed first order and Higuchi‟s square root kinetic model. 
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Artabotrys hexapetalus belonging to family Annonaceae is widely distributed in the southern 

part of China and is used for the treatment of malaria and scrofula. The results show that the 

plant extracts possess significant antiplasmodial activity, as evident from the chemo-

suppressions obtained during the 4- day early infection test. During evaluation of the 

suppressive activity during early infection shows that produced a dose-dependent chemo-

suppressive effect at the various doses employed in this study (100, 200, 300 mg/kg/day), 

with a chemo-suppression of 27.5%, 36.1% and 48.8%, respectively. The effects of these 

extracts were significant (P<0.05) when compared with the control. The standard drug, 

chloroquine (5 mg/kg/day) caused 85.3% suppression. Treatment of the P. berghei infected 

mice with the plant extracts caused a dose-dependent daily reduction in parasitaemia in the 

extract-treated groups similar to that of the chloroquine treated group, while the control group 

showed a daily increase in parasitaemia. In the groups treated with the root extract of A. 

hexapetalus 100, 200 and 300 mg/kg/day, the percentage of parasitaemia on day 7 was 12.5 

%, 13.3 % and 11.5 %, respectively, while the chloroquine treated and control groups, 

respectively, had percentage parasitaemia of 5.0 and 33.7%. 
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Intellectual property rights as a collective term includes the different independent IP rights 

which can be collectively used for protecting different aspects of an inventive work for 

multiple protection. Intellectual property is a form of knowledge which societies have 

decided can be assigned specific property rights. They have some resemblance to ownership 

rights over physical property or land. But knowledge is much more than intellectual property. 

Knowledge is embodied in people, in institutions and in new technologies in ways that have 

long been seen as a major engine of economic growth. Alfred Marshall, the “father” of 

modern economics, thought so in the 19
th

 Century. With recent scientific and technical 

advances, particularly in biotechnology and Information and communications technologies 

(ICTs), knowledge has become to an even greater degree than before the principal source of 

competitive advantage for both companies and countries. Trade in high technology goods and 

services which are knowledge-intensive, and where IP protection is most common, tends to 

be among the fastest-growing in international trade. In developed countries, there is good 

evidence that intellectual property is, and has been, important for the promotion of invention 

in some industrial sectors, although the evidence as to exactly how important it is in different 

sectors is mixed. For example, evidence from the 1980s indicates that the pharmaceutical, 

chemical and petroleum industries were predominant in recognizing that the patent system 

was essential to innovation. Today, one would need to add biotechnology and some 

components of information technology. Copyright has also proven essential for the music, 

film and publishing industries. For developing countries, like the developed countries before 

them, the development of indigenous technological capacity has proved to be a key 

determinant of economic growth and poverty education. This capacity determines the extent 

to which these countries can assimilate and apply foreign technology. Protection might help 

developing countries to achieve economic and social development and to reduce poverty. 
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The objective of this research work was to formulate and evaluate the floating drug delivery 

system containing Theophylline as a model and to optimize the drug release profile by using 

Plackett-Burman designs. Theophylline tablets were prepared using HPMC K100M, xanthan 

gum, carbopol934P, PVP K30, MCC. The release mechanisms of Theophylline from floating 

tabled where evaluated on the basis of Peppas model. The n value of all formulations except 

“FD11” ranges from lowest 0.5808 to highest 0.8183 which is in the range of 0.45 < n < 0.89 

which indicate the mechanism of release of Theophylline is anomalous (non-Fickian) 

transport. However the n value of the optimized formula “OF-1” and “FD11” ( >0.9), indicate 

that, the mechanism of release fallows zero order release kinetics. The optimized formula is 

following the zero order release kinetics, which met the rule of controlled drug delivery 

system. The FT-IR and TLC studies compatibility of excipients is no chemical interaction 

with excipients. Present study has demonstrated the successful utilization of technique of 

Differential scanning calorimeter to assess the compatibility of Theophylline with the 

excipients in the development of floating drug delivery system of Theophylline. Based on the 

results of D.S.C, majority of the excipients were found to be compatible with theophylline. 

However, results showed that there might be some interaction between theophylline with 

HPMC K100M, carbopol 934P, PVP K30 and sodium bicarbonate. 
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Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopic is one of the oldest and the well-known 

experimental technique used for the analysis of secondary structure of proteins and 

polypeptides. The work is based on the study of the secondary structure and stability of 

rHBsAg when they are adsorbed onto the surface of the common aluminum salts by 

observing the presence of the Amide I and II.  And also to study the use of cryoprotectant 

(mannitol) which is used to protect the antigen from degradation after being lyophilized. The 

rHBsAg particles show intense bands of amide I(C=O stretching) and amide II (C-N 

stretching and N-H bending). So after adsorption on to the aluminum hydroxide gel the amide 

I and II bands are observed at 1655 cm−1 and 1541 cm−1 respectively and in the same 

manner after adsorption onto the aluminum phosphate gel the amide I and II bands are 

observed at 1624 cm−1 and 1485 cm−1 respectively.  
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Controlled release dosage forms cover a wide range of prolonged action formulation which 

provides continuous release of their active ingredients at predetermined rate and for a 

predetermined time. Controlled release drug delivery systems are rapidly expanding from the 

originally marketed depot injections to include many types of new oral delivery systems, 

intrauterine devices, transdermal drug delivery systems, implantable pumps. The are 

controlled release drug delivery system is evolving so rapidly that it is necessary to go 

beyond definitions, regulations and data requirements. Accompanying this rapid development 

in delivery systems has been an equally rapid expansion in terminology. A discussion of 

regulatory assessment is usually limited to providing an explanation of the governing 

regulations, how they should be implemented and the type of studies that should be 

conducted in order to provide the required data. The justification for regulatory approval of 

controlled release formulations of established and new drug entities should be solely on the 

scientific documentation for that drug in the terms of safety and efficacy. Regulatory 

approval of controlled release drug product in terms of bioavailability needs demonstration of 

the controlled release nature of the product and in man cases may be used instead of clinical 

studies. 
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Abstract 

The objective of this review is to provide information regarding the drugs banned in India 

and to bring awareness on this kind of drugs which cause serious health issues. A number of 

drugs have been banned for manufacture, marketing and distribution in India. Drugs undergo 

rigorous testing (for safety and efficacy) before they are introduced into the market. In spite 

of this, some adverse effects of drugs appear only after the drug is used in the general 

population. These adverse effects are detected through pharmacovigilance, the process of 

regular monitoring after the drug is marketed. If the adverse effects are severe or the risks of 

using the drug outweigh the benefits, or if the drug is ineffective, the country may ban the 

drug or the Drug Company may itself voluntarily withdraw the drug. Therefore, both the 

industry and trade have to cooperate with the regulatory authorities in withdrawing 

potentially harmful drugs from the market in public interest. And when the country‟s most 

authoritative body recommends a ban on the basis of safety parameters, no pharmaceutical 

company has the moral ground to challenge such an action.  Some of the common ones that 

are easily available and people use frequently without doctor‟s prescription are D-cold, 

Nimesulide and Analgin. These are use as pain killer but latest research shows that long term 

use of such medicines can affect human health in various ways by damaging liver, causing 

irregular heartbeats, depression, blood pressure fluctuations etc. This is the prime reason that 

most of European countries have disqualified and banned the manufacturing and 

consumption of these drugs. It has been recently pointed out that Indian drug regulatory 

authorities have refused to ban sale of 11 drug, including Furazolidone, Phenypropanolamine, 

Cisapride and Nimuselide, apart from over 80 drug combinations that are prohibited in other 

countries IPA have made various regulation and guideline for the control of these drug, but 

still they are in use because of lack of awareness in people. 
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In the present work, sustained release (SR) sintered matrix tablets of Diltiazem hydrochloride 

were prepared by trituration method using 4% and 8% HPMC K4M and HPMC K15M and 

then sintered. The prepared tablets were transferred to the sintering chamber (dessicator filled 

with acetone in the bottom and equilibriated for 24 hours with vapour) and exposed to 

different sintering time like 3 hours and 6 hours. The release characteristics study was carried 

out in USP XXI model. 900ml dissolution medium of 0.1N HCI (pH 1.2) was used for the 

first 2 hours and pH 6.8 phosphate buffer for remaining 8 hours. The revolutions at 50rpm 

and temperature at 37±1°C were maintained. From In-vitro drug release profile, formulations 

F5, F6 and F9exhibited sustained drug release profiles with maximum sustaining effect when 

compared with unsintered formulation in about 8 hours. By using sintering technique, 

friability of tablets was found to decrease with increasing sintering time and hardness was 

increased with increasing sintering time.  
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Large number of plant extracts has shown to antagonize lethal actions of venom of several 

species of snakes. The Cordia macleodii (Ehretiacae), known in Hindi as Dahiman is 

traditionally used against snake venom poisoning in Chhattisgarh region of India, however, 

there is paucity of scientific data in support. In this study we evaluated the anti venom 

potential of ethanolic extract of bark of Cordia macleodii (CME) against Naja venom 

induced lethality and hemorrhagic lesion. Wistar strain rats were challenged with Naja 

venom and treated with the ethanolic extract of Cordia macleodii. The effectiveness of the 

extract to neutralize the lethalities of Naja venom was investigated as recommended by 

WHO. At the dose of 400 and 800 mg/kg CME significantly inhibited the Naja venom 

induced lethality and hemorrhagic lesion. It is possible that the protective effect may also be 

due to precipitation of active venom constituents. Our results contribute towards validation of 

the traditional use of this plant in the treatment of Naja venom poisoning. 
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Snakebite is an injury caused by a bite from a snake, often resulting in puncture wounds 

inflicted by the animal's fangs and sometimes resulting in envenomation. The outcome of 

snake bites depends on numerous factors, including the species of snake, the area of the body 

bitten, the amount of venom injected and the health conditions of the victim. The Polianthes 

tuberose is traditionally used against snake venom poisoning in Chhattisgarh region of India. 

Polianthes tuberose (Agavacae), known in Hindi as rajnigandha is successfully used for the 

treatment of snakebites by traditional healers in Chhattisgarh state. The ethanolic extract of  

Polianthes tuberose (PTE) at 800 mg/kg i.p. significantly inhibited the Naja venom induced 

lethality, cardiotoxicity and oedema in rats. The PTE was also effective in neutralizing the 

coagulant and defibrinogenating activity of Naja venom. The observation confirmed that 

ethanolic extract of Polianthes tuberose possesses snake venom neutralizing properties. 
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Diabetes mellitus is a major problem of today‟s world and leading cause of death. Indians are 

genetically more susceptible to diabetes, for which world health organization predicts the 

number of diabetic persons in India may rise up to 74 million by 2025. The increasing 

worldwide incidence of diabetes mellitus in adults constitutes a global public health burden. 

It is predicted that by 2030, India, china and the United States will have largest number of 

people with diabetes. So the need arises to cure this disease with potent drug causing fewer 

side effects. The plant based medicinal system is very useful since a long time for treatment 

of diabetes. It is necessary to emphasize plant based study because allopathic system has 

more side effects; however they are potent antidiabetic agents. Many of the herbs are 

available having antidiabetic activity and shows their action by different mechanism like 

stimulating or regenerating the effect on β cell or extra pancreatic effect for hypoglycemic 

activity. The 60% of the patient uses traditional system of medicine in India for treatment of 

diabetes. Since ancient times, plants have been an exemplary source of medicine. Ayurveda 

and other Indian literature mention the use of plants in treatment of various human ailments. 

India has about 45 000 plant species and among them, several thousands have been claimed 

to possess medicinal properties. Research conducted in last few decades on plants mentioned 

in ancient literature or used traditionally for diabetes has shown anti-diabetic property. The 

herbal drugs with antidiabetic activity are yet to be commercially formulated as modern 

medicines, even though they have been acclaimed for their therapeutic properties in the 

traditional systems of medicine. 
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The Pharma industry is one of the most intense “knowledge driven” sectors. Pharmaceutical 

research is very costly and unpredictable in nature. In this highly competitive market, it is 

essential for the pharmaceutical companies to protect their inventions from any unauthorized 

commercial use by acquiring patent rights over the invented product or process. 

Pharmaceutical patents in India can be classified as drug compounds patent, 

formulation/composition patents, synergistic combination patents, technology patents, 

polymorph patents. These patenting categories provide a strategy for protecting inventions 

without keeping the invention secret. India being a member country of World Trade 

Organization (WTO) signed TRIPS (Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights) 

Agreement in 1995 which provides the basic standards of IP application. The principal law 

for patenting system in India is the Patents Act, 1970.  Initially, according to the provisions of 

this law no product patent but only process patents could be granted for inventions relating to 

food, drugs and chemicals. However, since 2005 product patenting is allowed in India. This 

review aims to elaborate Criteria of patentability and different types of pharmaceutical 

patents currently being granted in India which provides the fundamental knowledge of 

pharmaceutical patenting to the researchers. 
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Patent practice and jurisprudence with respect to the patenting of biological materials are 

relatively new and thus not so well settled and/or uniform. There are several outstanding 

deficiencies within the substantive law that needs addressing. Apart from narrow standards of 

patentability, biotech products are faced with certain additional hurdles like mandatory 

disclosure of biological material, prior approval from the Biodiversity Board and access & 

benefit issues under the Indian Patent regime. Most of inventions in this biotechnology 

category filed for patenting belonged to the foreign origin but nowadays there has been a 

considerable increase in Indian applications. Biotechnological Inventions occur mostly in the 

field of recombinant DNA molecule, recombinant vaccine, monoclonal antibodies, 

recombinant therapeutic molecules, Isolated Nucleic acid encoding a gene, method of 

preparation of recombinant hormones, DNA related inventions  such as preparing plasmids, 

vectors etc. This paper overviews the effectiveness of patent protection to enhance 

biotechnology innovation in India as well as expanding biotechnology patenting activity in 

India.  
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Drug dissolution testing plays an important role as a routine quality control test, for 

characterizing the quality of the product, for accepting product sameness under SUPAC 

(Scale Up and Post-Approval Changes) related changes, in waiving bioequivalence 

requirements for lower strengths of a dosage form, and in supporting waivers for other 

bioequivalence requirements. The guidance of dissolution developed by the regulating 

agencies provides recommendations on the development of dissolution test methodology, on 

how to set the specifications for dissolution testing. As the time is passing away, the in vitro 

dissolution testing is relied on to assure product performance, therefore one must design an 

appropriate dissolution test procedure which should be simple and economical method that 

can be utilized effectively in developing countries to assure acceptable drug product quality. 

The dissolution testing is enjoying a resurgence of interest on an academic as well as on 

industrial and regulatory levels. Provided the groundwork continues to be focused on the 

development of dissolution tests and testers that are both bio relevant and can be adapted to 

routine quality control, it is likely that dissolution testing will become an even more powerful 

tool for the assurance of product quality, in its broadest sense in the years to come. 
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Intellectual Property Rights are legal rights, which result from intellectual activity in 

industrial, scientific, literary & artistic fields. These rights Safeguard creators and other 

producers of intellectual goods & services by granting them certain time-limited rights to 

control their use. Protected IP rights like other property can be a matter of trade, which can be 

owned, sold or bought. These are intangible and non exhausted consumption. In India, 

intellectual property rights (IPR) fall under item 49 of list - the union list of the 7th Schedule 

to the Constitution. The objects read - patents, inventions and designs; copyright; trademark; 

and merchandise marks. India has allowed its pharmaceuticals makers to copy drugs patented 

abroad since the early 1970s as long as they use different manufacturing processes. This 

helped a few drug manufacturers such as Ranbaxy, Cipla, Kopran, etc., to rise to global 

challenges and made medications cheaper for the poorer masses that often need them. Most 

multinationals such as Glaxo-Smithkline Plc, Pfizer Inc., Novartis AG and Aventis, have 

been forced to watch Indian firms eat into their market share. The new patent bill is a sea of 

opportunities. It brought numerous business opportunities for the Indian pharmaceutical 

industry and the industry reaping benefits from it. Drug cos are engaged in out licensing of 

molecules for further clinical trials. India is a cost effective R&D hub. When India joined the 

WTO eleven years ago, its pharmaceutical exports were less than Rs 4,000 crore. A decade 

later, its exports went up to worth rupees 14,000 crore. 
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Liposomes are microscopic vesicles composed of a bilayer of phospholipids or any similar 

amphipathic lipids. They can encapsulate and effectively deliver both hydrophilic and 

lipophilic substances and may be used as a non toxic vehicle for insoluble drugs. Liposomes 

are composed of small vesicles of phospholipids encapsulating an aqueous space ranging 

from about 0.03 to 10 μm in diameter. The membrane of liposome is made of phospholipids, 

which have phosphoric acid sides to form the liposome players. Liposomes can be 

manufactured in different lipid compositions or by different methods showing variation in 

particle size, size distribution, surface electrical potential, number of lamella, encapsulation 

efficacy, Surface modification showed great advantage to produce Liposomes of different 

mechanisms, kinetic properties and biodistribution. Products in the market are Doxorubicin 

(Doxil, Myocet), Daunorubicin (Dauno Xome), Cytarabin (Depocyte), (lymphotmatos 

meningitis) and Amphotericine B (Ambisome), (fungal infection). An artificial microscopic 

vesicle consisting of an aqueous core enclosed in one or more phospholipid layers, used to 

convey vaccines, drugs, enzymes, or other substances to target cells or organs. Liposomes are 

nano size artificial vesicles of spherical shape. 
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Use of herbal medicines in the treatment of liver cancer has a long tradition. The compounds 

derived from the herb and herbal composites are of considerable interest among oncologists. 

In the past, certain herbal compounds and herbal composite formulas have been studied 

through in-vitro and in-vivo as an anti-hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) agent, enhancing our 

knowledge about their biologic functions and targets the preventive effects of specific herbal 

extracts on liver fibrosis. Despite studies for decades as well as advancement of our 

understanding of the molecular targets, there are still some concerns of herbal medicine. The 

first is the use of composite formula (usually mixed extracts with uncertain ingredients) could 

result in dramatically different outcome for clinical trials and experimental studies. To 

address this issue, the biologically active substances in herbs need to be defined and 

standardized. Simplifying the herbal compounds to several biologically active compounds 

could be a way to standardized clinical trials and experimental studies. 
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The rise of modern information technologies has led to an increasing awareness of the value 

of traditional knowledge, including in particular traditional medicine. Ethnopharmacological 

information is an important component in both traditional health systems and for future 

medicine development. Contribution of the traditional and indigenous peoples to the 

conservation of the world‟s biodiversity and related traditional medicinal information is 

immense. Everyday ethnobotanical and related surveys and researches provide new 

information about the cure of various diseases, body improvement and skin care remedies, 

natural oils and other health care objects. The value of plants for medicines is more widely 

recognized and the “intellectual property rights” (IPR) connected with their use have been 

debated worldwide. “Convention on Biological Diversity” (CBD) which was signed in Rio in 

1992, enforces protection of the rights of local people and local knowledge as well as 

conservation of the biological resources which forms the basic of all those health systems. 

Insufficient documentation of the traditional medicine is against the lately documented areas 

since they loose the priority in IPR. Generally, the intellectual property rights are protected 

under the patent systems in many countries, whereas accesses to such legal procedures are 

not easily available for most of the indigenous communities.  
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 “Pharmacovigilance” is defined as the pharmacological science relating to the detection, 

assessment, understanding and prevention of adverse effects, particularly long term and short 

term adverse effects of medicines.” Pharmacovigilance is still in its infancy in India and there 

exists very limited knowledge about the discipline. While major advancements of discipline 

of pharmacovigilance have taken place in the western countries not much has been achieved 

in India. There is an immense need to understand the importance of pharmacovigilance and 

how it impacts the life cycle of the product. This will enable integration of good 

pharmacovigilance practice in the process and procedures to help ensure regulatory 

compliance and enhance clinical trials safety and post marketing of pharmaceutical products. 

In recent years many Indian companies are increasing the investment in research and 

development and are enhancing their capacity to develop and market new drugs with their 

own research efforts. There by stressing the importance of developing their own adequately 

designed pharmacovigilance system in India. For an effective pharmacovigilance system to 

be functional and efficient, all the stake holders need to be alert and attentive throughout the 

life cycle of a medicinal product in the market .The office of the Drugs Controller General of 

India (DCGI) has been making sincere attempts for the implementation the National 

Pharmacovigilance programme (NPP) in India. 
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Pharmaceutical advertisement is one of the important methods of spreading the information 

about drugs to the concern Physician or Prescribers. Besides personalized visits by designated 

representatives, various other methods are also used to spread the awareness about the drug 

and advertisement in medical journals. Ethically the advertisement should contain valid 

information and sufficient literature support about the claim made in support of drug, as these 

advertisements can affect the prescribing behavior of physicians. Ethical guidelines for drug 

promotional activities are set both at national and international level. At international level, 

two important guidelines for regulation of drug promotional activities are Ethical criteria for 

medical drug promotion by World Health Organization and Code of Pharmaceutical 

Marketing Practices by International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers 

Association. In India, drug promotional activities are largely governed by Organization of 

Pharmaceutical Product of India. Very few studies on issue journals have been done in India. 

Present study is an attempt to study rationality of drug advertisement published in various 

Indian Medical Journals. 
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The supplementary guidelines are intended to provide WHO Member States with general and 

minimum technical requirements for quality assurance and control in the manufacture of 

herbal medicines.  The general principles of GMP are set out in the parent guidelines . 

Cultivation and collection of medicinal plants, as the starting materials for herbal medicines, 

are covered by other guidelines. The first critical step of their production where the 

application of GMP starts should be clearly designated . This is of particular importance for 

those products which consist solely of comminuted or powdered herbal materials. The latest 

World Health Assembly resolution on traditional medicine  requested WHO to provide 

technical support to develop methodology to monitor or ensure the quality, efficacy and 

safety of products. The quality of herbal medicines can directly affect their safety and 

efficacy. Member States face complicated technical issues in the quality control of herbal 

medicines. 
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Various regulatory agencies are being established for reorganizing the system and attempts to 

harmonise and deal with the regulation of subjects like pharmaceutical, biotechnological, 

food technology and medical devices. The main objective is to simulate some new concepts 

related to agricultural chemicals and food technologies. In fast moving and competitive fields 

such as food science patents are vitally important in enabling an enterprise to protect and 

exploit its investment in R&D. Patenting opportunities in the food science and technology 

field are extensive, some common themes include flavoring, sweetening, colouring, methods 

and devices for detecting protection against contamination, functional foods (antioxidants, 

and probiotics), nutraceuticals, food packaging and production line processes. Food 

Regulatory Affairs is an interdisciplinary subject area- integrating science, law, food / health 

policies as applied to the regulation of entire food chain from pre-harvest to the consumer. In 

future, food supply (including production, processing and distribution) must as far as possible 

should have few inputs, produce less waste and have a lower environmental impact. Food 

policy in India has been motivated by two important concerns, viz., the need to stabilize food 

grains supplies and prices over the time and across regions.  Food must be safe, nutritious, 

affordable and available to all, with improved equality of distribution and should reflect 

social and cultural needs. 
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Pharmacoeconomics refers to the scientific discipline that compares the value of one 

pharmaceutical drug or drug therapy to another. It is a sub-discipline of health economics. A 

pharmacoeconomic study evaluates the cost and effects of a pharmaceutical product. 

 Pharmacoeconomic studies serve to guide optimal healthcare resource allocation, in a 

standardized and scientifically grounded manner. One important consideration in a 

pharmacoeconomic evaluation is to decide the perspective from which the analysis should be 

conducted. The Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) is based on the economic standard 

of efficiency. CBA requires the measuring of all benefits and costs which are either directly 

or indirectly attributable to the outcome under investigation. CBA is important to healthcare 

economists and policy makers because it identifies inefficiency, and inefficiency equates to 

welfare loss.CBA has become the standard of modern welfare economics. When examining 

the standard of welfare economics, marginal analysis is applied to CBA so that the marginal 

social benefits and the marginal social costs can be calculated. The net benefit for society will 

be maximized where marginal social benefits equal marginal social costs in an assessment of 

the cost benefit analysis. The Cost Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) ratio can be a more 

practical tool for decision making than CBA. CEA ratios can be applied when the costs are 

expressed in money and the benefits are in specific health outcomes. Benefits can be 

expressed in any unit of measure (asthma free days, hospitalizations, etc.) but can only be 

reliable and meaningful when the output units are consistent across projects or models. The 

goal of applying CEA is to allow for comparison of a variety of interventions in terms of non-

monetary (health) gains at a given cost, keeping the comparators in the same terms or units of 

measure. In essence, different entities are compared once common measure of the outcome is 

established, and a common cost has been determined as a means of assigning relative 

effectiveness to different modes of treatment or intervention.  
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In the development of high throughput screening (HTS) as a central paradigm of drug 

discovery, fluorescence has generally been adopted as the favored methodology. Recently, 

there has been growing partiality for luminescent assays across a wider range of applications 

due to their sensitivity, broad linearity, and robustness to library compounds and complex 

biological samples. This trend has been fostered by the development of several new assay 

designs for diverse targets such as kinases, cytochrome p450s, proteases, apoptosis, and 

cytotoxicity. HTS is very much influenced by advances in automation and miniaturization, 

and is under constant development has become a cornerstone technology of pharmaceutical 

research. A current estimate is that biological screening and preclinical pharmacological 

testing alone account for 14% of the total research and development (R&D) expenditures of 

the pharmaceutical industry.  High-throughput screening (HTS) is one of the newest 

techniques used in drug design and may be applied in biological and chemical sciences. This 

method, due to utilization of robots, detectors and software that regulate the whole process, 

enables a series of analyses of chemical compounds to be conducted in a short time and the 

affinity of biological structures which is often related to toxicity to be defined. The HTS 

method is more frequently utilized in conjunction with analytical techniques such as NMR or 

coupled methods e.g., LC-MS/MS. 
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The term” Nutraceutical” was coined from nutrition and pharmaceutical in 1989 by Stephen 

De Felice, MD founder and chairmen of Foundation for Innovation In Medicine .According 

to De Felice ,`A nutraceutical is defined as any food or part of food which provides health 

benefits including prevention and treatment of disease‟. Since the term was coined by De 

Felice, the meaning has been modified by Health Canada which defines nutraceuticals as a 

product isolated from food and generally sold in medicinal forms not usually associated with 

food and demonstrated to have a physiological benefit or provide protection against chronic 

diseases. Nutraceuticals have emerged as a necessity for consumers in developed and in 

developing countries. Nutraceuticals in the recent years have witnessed a tremendous 

increase in the interest among the consumers due to their potential of providing health 

benefits. Nutrients, herbals, and dietary supplements are major constituents of nutraceuticals. 

There were multiple laws and regulations covering the foods in India but there was no single 

law that could have significantly regulated the Nutraceuticals. In 2006 the Indian government 

passed Food Safety and Standard Act to integrate and streamline the many regulations 

regarding nutraceuticals, foods and dietary supplements. Worldwide Regulatory authorities 

are focusing on the product quality and safety as these are meant for human consumption. In 

Indian context, along with FSSA, the nutraceuticals producers must be in tune with product 

evaluation and types of licenses required to import or manufacture a product in market and 

requirements of label claims. 
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The term intellectual property rights holds a law of unbrella for various legal entitlements to 

exercise various exclusive rigths in relation to the subject matter of informations, ideas, or 

other intangibles in the expressed form. It is the product of mind or the intellect that is subject 

matter as any other form of property which may be protected by law behind. The inventor or 

the organization on the behalf of inventor are granted the rights to make, use and sell a new 

product or techology for the stipulated time period. Legislation covering intellectual property 

rights are patents, design, trademark, copyright, layout for integrated circuits and 

geographical indications in India. The theory upon which the Indian patent system is based 

on to appreciate an inventor to disclose his discoveries, offer for award against expenses of 

developing inventions, encouragement for research and inventions and also to invest capital 

in new lines of production which are profitable.  
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Despite being a well known supplier of generic medicines to the world, Indian population 

still has to spend out-of-pocket on costlier, branded medicines. Availability of the low-cost 

generics to the common Indian man still remains a question. This led to the launch of Jan 

Aushadh Jeevandhara stores by the Indian Government, whose aim is to make available 

quality medicines at affordable prices with minimal profit. Government has initiated the 

scheme of "Jan Aushadhi Stores" and also launched a campaign in April 2008 with an aim to 

create awareness among the healthcare providers and patients. The failure of the Jan 

Aushadhi stores due to the shortage of drugs has led to the launch of the “Jeevan Dhara 

pharmacy” outlets in AP to provide cheaper drug options to patients. Several surveys have 

revealed the failure of this concept, whose pitfalls being „shortage of the drugs at these 

stores‟, „lack of awareness among the people‟, and „lack of co-operation from the medical 

practitioners and the Government. Their successful implementation is possible only by-

promoting greater awareness about the cost-effective medicines and their prescription by 

encouraging doctors, more specifically in government hospitals to prescribe generic 

medicines. Effective utilization of these stores would enable substantial savings in healthcare 

more particularly in cases of poor patients and those suffering from chronic ailments 

requiring long periods of medicines use. 
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Pharmacists, the most accessible of health care professionals, are well positioned to help 

prevent and treat substance use disorders and should prepare themselves to perform these 

functions. New research improves our knowledge about the pharmacological and behavioral 

risks of drug abuse, supports the clinical impression that drug dependence is associated with 

long-lasting changes, and demonstrates effective pharmacological treatments for certain kinds 

of drug dependencies. Patient education activities in pharmacies are receiving much attention. 

These activities are relatively new and implementation requires individual and organization 

change in pharmacies. Pharmaceutical care involves professional care decisions beyond 

enhanced therapeutic outcomes. Practitioners who embrace the concept of pharmaceutical 

care will encounter increasingly complex moral and ethical situations which will require not 

only a deeper professional and personal commitment to patients as individuals but also a 

higher level of clinical knowledge as they deal with more complex patient care decisions. As 

a result, the status of the practice of pharmacy will be further enhanced as a socially 

necessary health care profession. 
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Regulatory Affairs is a comparatively new profession which has developed from the desire of 

governments to protect public health, by controlling the safety and efficacy of products in 

areas including pharmaceuticals, veterinary medicines, medical devices, pesticides, 

agrochemicals, cosmetics and complementary medicines. People and government spent 

money on drugs because of the role they can play in saving lives, restoring health, preventing 

diseases and stopping epidemics. But, in order to do so, drug must be safe, effective and of 

good quality. The companies responsible for the discovery, testing, manufacture and 

marketing of these products also want to ensure that they supply products that are safe and 

make a worthwhile contribution to public health and welfare. Most companies, whether they 

are major multinational pharmaceutical corporations or small, innovative biotechnology 

companies, have specialist departments of Regulatory Affairs professionals. The 

pharmaceutical industry, while pursuing an international market, is obliged to comply with 

national regulations. 
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The goal of all drug delivery systems is to deploy medications intact to specifically targeted 

parts of the body through a medium that can control the therapy's administration by means of 

either a physiological or chemical trigger. The polypeptide insulin is the primary hormone 

responsible for controlling the transport, utilization and storage of glucose in the body. Due to 

the inconvenience of insulin injections, various approaches have been attempted to formulate 

insulin for administration by non-injectable routes. Different approaches to deliver insulin 

including transdermal, transmucosal, pulmonary route using dry aerosols and inhalers, smart 

hydrogels, nasal delivery, oral delivery, and treatment of diabetes with synthetic beta cells, 

has resulted in recent developments in treatment of diabetes. Among the latest patent 

approaches are delivering into the subject a genetic construct comprising a coding sequence 

for a human proinsulin operably connected a promoter functional in the host cells. 

Polypeptides having activity of human neurogenin3 (hNgn3), and nucleic acid encoding such 

polypeptide are among the other inventions that use of islet transcription factors such as 

hNgn3 to facilitate production of pancreatic islet cells from progenitor cells, and to facilitate 

insulin delivery by production of islet cells so produced. 
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Medicinal plants are extremely valued all over the world as a prosperous source of bioactives 

for the prevention and treatment of ailments. Herbal medicines are being used by about 80% 

of the world population primarily in the developing countries for primary health care. They 

have stood the test of time for their safety, efficacy, cultural acceptability and minimal side 

effects Liver an imperative organ has a crucial in the metabolism of xenobiotics that causes it 

to succumb to numerous hepatic diseases. Synthetic drugs exploited in the treatment of liver 

diseases are incompetent and may sometimes lead to serious side-effects. In this context, 

herbal therapy has emerged as a proficient approach with good values in treating hepatic 

diseases. Medicinal plants may serve as a vital source of potentially useful new compounds 

for the development of effective therapy to combat a variety of liver problems. Many herbs 

have been proven to be effectual as hepatoprotective agents while many more are claimed to 

be hepatoprotective but lack any such scientific evidence to support such claims. Developing 

a satisfactory herbal therapy to treat severe liver diseases requires systematic investigation of 

properties such as antiviral action (Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C), anti-hepatotoxicity 

(antioxidants), stimulation of liver regeneration and choleretic activity. Formulation of herbal 

medicines with standards of safety and efficacy can revitalize treatment of liver disorders. 

The focus of this review is to elucidate the concept of hepatotoxicity, including its  causes, 

pathogenesis and prevention. The article also reviews the scope of herbal plants as well as 

novel delivery systems like liposomes and phytosomes for the treatment of hepatotoxicity and 

liver related disorders. 
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A nanometer is one-billionth of a meter, or about 1/50,000th the width of a strand of hair. 

Sub-microscopically small, nano particles exhibit unique properties that are different from 

even slightly larger sized particles. They express n-quantum mechanical phenomena and can 

go places that other particles cannot some research suggests they are small enough to pass 

through your skin and even through the tight mesh of cells that comprise the blood-brain 

barrier. The unique properties of Nano materials are being exploited by commercial, 

government, and academic laboratories to add value to existing products and enable new 

product development. These technical advances must be balanced with the potential human 

health and environmental adverse effects. 
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Intellectual Property Rights is a field of law that deals with the property rights in intangible 

things such as new creation or business goodwill including the various forms of protections 

such as patents for inventions, copyrights for wrighting and other works of authorship, 

trademarks, geographical indicators, protection of undisclosed information, layout designs of 

integrated circuits, industrial designs and traditional knowledge that are recognized by the 

Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights agreement (TRIPS) and governed by the WTO 

(World Trading Organization). Recent international conventions are seeking stronger 

protection of intellectual property rights (IPR) have been promoted largely by the OECD 

countries. In so far as Trademarks are concerned, they, as marks of origin, were these marks 

are used to signify the makers of the product, an important element in trade mark law. The 

English word "brand" reflects the usage, as the marking was placed on cattle by farmers with 

hot irons. Paris Convention is the basic international convention in the field of industrial 

property including trademarks. The ratification of various international treaties and their 

transformation into national legislation has contributed substantially to transformed 

trademark laws. This paper identifies some effects of the trend towards stronger implication 

of trade marks in developing countries in newly emerging Pharma industries. 
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Intellectual property rights are the rights given to persons over the creations of their minds 

and give the creator an exclusive right over the use of his/her creation for a certain period of 

time. It includes patents, copyrights, trademarks, geographical indicators, protection of 

undisclosed information, layout designs of integrated circuits, industrial designs and 

traditional knowledge. The Indian Trade and Merchandise Marks Act 1884, was the first 

Indian Law regarding IPR. India‟s copyright law, laid down in the Indian Copyright Act, 

1957 as amended by Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1999, fully reflects the Berne Convention 

on Copyrights, to which India is a party. Copyright plays a central role in numerous activities 

within a higher education and educating a university community about copyright law should 

be a priority, if only to protect the institution form lawsuits. But as per literature reviews 

institutions devote a more resourses to other IP activities like plagiarism detection, 

technology transfer and illegal file sharing management than for general copyright education 

activities. This review paper highlights the scenario of copyright in present education system 

and focuses on the application of copyright law particularly changes and updates that have 

occurred, to higher education activities broadly defined.  
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Intellectual property rights are the rights given to persons over the creations of their minds 

and give the creator an exclusive right over the use of his/her creation for a certain period of 

time. The potential importance of IPR in developing countries is according to the relative 

intensity of their technical activity. Developing countries went along with the TRIPS 

agreement for the hope of additional access to an expectation that stronger IPR would 

encourage additional technology transfer and innovation. However, the promising long term 

benefits are uncertain and costly to achieve in many nations, especially in the poorest 

countries. There are reasons to believe that the enforcement of IPRs has a positive impact on 

growth prospects. The United state is leading advocate of intellectual property protection. In 

India, the concept that one could have property rights over the products of one„s intellectual 

labour is yet to gain a firm footing because of the fact that traditionally India is a country 

where people never believed in asserting rights over intellectual properties. Factually, 

intellectuals were identified more with poverty than with property or prosperity. 
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Patent means exclusive rights granted under the Patent Act 1970 for disclosing a new 

invention by the applicants. The patentable inventions must have novelty (not published 

before), inventive step (non - obvious) and industrial applicability (utility). Patent provides 

legal protection for newly developed products and processes. It ensures commercial returns to 

the inventor for the time and money spent in generating a new product. Patent is limited term 

monopoly right granted by the government to organization or individual which requires detail 

public disclosure. In the present scenario lot of research work is being done by the 

researchers in educational institutes, research centers and other academic bodies which are 

continuously published in the highly indexed peer reviewed research journals. But the need is 

to get the work patented so that the commercial returns could be gained and this will be step 

towards technology transfer from Academic institutes to industries.  Lots of efforts and 

finances are spending in the research but very small percentage of work gains practical 

applicability. The invention requires high investment hence risk involved is high. Hence 

patent protection enhances the interest of the companies to enter into research and to develop 

new molecules and product.     
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The delivery of poorly water-soluble drugs has been the subject of much research, as 

approximately 40% of new chemical entities are hydrophobic in nature. One area in which 

published literature is lacking is the field of Nano emulsions. This review gives a conceptual 

idea about Nanoemulsion system. It provides reservoir vehicles for transdermal systems and 

controlled drug delivery systems or hydrolytically unstable drugs. The design and 

development of new drug delivery systems with the intention of enhancing the efficacy of 

existing drugs is an ongoing process in pharmaceutical research. It is necessary for a 

pharmaceutical solution to contain a therapeutic dose of the drug in a volume convenient for 

administration. The main difference between emulsions and Nanoemulsions lies in the size 

and shape of the particles dispersed in the continuous phase: these are at least an order of 

magnitude smaller in the case of Nanoemulsions (10-200 nm) than those of conventional 

emulsions (1-20 μm). Also, whereas emulsions consist of roughly spherical droplets of one 

phase dispersed into the other, nanoemulsions constantly evolve between various structures 

ranging from droplet-like swollen micelles to bicontinuous structures, making the usual “oil 

in water” and “water in oil” distinction sometimes irrelevant. Nanoemulsions are formed 

when the interfacial tension at the oil/water interface is brought to a very low level and the 

interfacial layer is kept highly flexible and fluid. These two conditions are usually met by a 

careful and precise choice of the components and of their respective proportions, and by the 

use of a “co-surfactant” which brings flexibility to the oil/water interface. These conditions 

lead to a thermodynamically optimised structure, which is stable as opposed to conventional 

emulsions and does not require high input of energy (i.e. through agitation) to be formed.  It 

can be evaluated for their morphology, droplets size, viscosity, pH, optical clarity, zeta 

potential, conductivity, transmission electron microscopy, polydispersity. Pharmaceutical 

application of nanoemulsion formulation was controlled drug delivery, target drug delivery, 

nutraceuticals, food products, transdermal and colloidal drug delivery.  
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This chronic disease is found in all parts of the world and is becoming a serious threat to 

mankind health. It is caused by the deficiency or ineffective production of insulin by pancreas 

which results in increase or decrease in concentrations of glucose in the blood. There are lots 

of chemical agents available to control and to treat diabetic patients, but total recovery from 

diabetes has not been reported up to this date. In spite of all the advances in therapeutics, 

diabetes still remains a major cause of morbidity and mortality in the world. Herbal 

formulations are becoming popular now days particularly in the treatment of Type 2 diabetes. 

Though there are various approaches to reduce the ill effects of diabetes and its secondary 

complications, herbal formulations are preferred due to lesser side effect and low cost. 

Standardization of herbal formulation is essential in order to assess the quality of drugs. 

Alternative to these synthetic agents, many herbal plants with hypoglycaemic properties are 

known from across the world. The World Health Organization (WHO) has listed 21,000 

plants, which are used for medicinal purposes around the world. A list of medicinal plants 

with proven antidiabetic and related beneficial effects and of herbal drugs used in treatment 

of diabetes is compiled 
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Medications, both prescription and over-the-counter, are used every day to treat acute and 

chronic illness.  Research and technology constantly improve the drugs we have available and 

introduce new ones.  Medications can help people live healthy lives for a prolonged period. 

As nutritional supplements gain rapidly in popularity, the significance of interactions between 

nutrients and medications is also increasing dramatically. Drug-nutrition interactions can 

increase or decrease the drug effects, resulting drug therapeutic failure or toxicity. Activities 

that reduce these interactions play an important role for clinical pharmacists. Any number of 

other health conscious people is taking vitamins or minerals for a variety of reasons: to help 

ensure a healthy pregnancy, to strengthen the immune system, to reduce the risk of cancer. 

Although more studies are needed to confirm whether these health benefits are significant, 

doctors and patients can no longer assume that drug-nutrient interactions are esoteric or 

unusual. Although medicines are prescribed often, it is important to realize that they must still 

be used with caution. The nutrients they contain can interact with medications we take. A 

drug/nutrient interaction occurs when a drug affects the use of a nutrient in the body. We 

hope this will help you see the potential for interactions and learn to avoid them. Be sure to 

talk with your doctor and pharmacist to get the maximum benefits from your medications. 
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Self-medication is a human behaviour in which an individual uses superscribed drugs to treat 

untreated and often undiagnosed medical ailments. The psychology of such behaviour within 

the specific context of using recreational drugs, psychoactive drugs, alcohol, and other self-

soothing forms of behaviour to alleviate symptoms of mental distress, stress and anxiety. The 

most commonly available OTC medications are pain killers, cough and cold remedies, anti-

allergy medicines, vitamins and energy tonics. Although these medications are considered 

risk free and useful for the treatment of common health problems, their excessive use can also 

lead to serious side effects and unfavorable reactions. Self medication particularly with 

antibiotics has been widely reported leading the WHO to call attention to the dangers of self 

medication as a cause of antibiotic resistance. Duties of the pharmacist have been changing 

over the past two decades with self treatment increasing worldwide. He can play a key role in 

giving advice to consumers on the proper and safe use of medicinal products intended for self 

medication. It is important, therefore to take this role into account both in their training and in 

practice. In other words pharmacists play a valuable role in identifying, solving, and 

preventing drug-related problems (DRPs) for the purpose of achieving optimal patient 

outcomes and quality of life.  
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Stomach specific floating alginate beads of domperidone for Gastro retentive controlled-

release drug delivery system were developed to avoid the all-or-none gastric emptying nature 

of single-unit systems , to increase its residence time in the stomach without contact with the 

mucosa, improve patient compliance and obtain improved therapeutic efficacy in treatment of 

migraine, gastro-esophageal reflux and chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting. A new 

emulsion gelation technique was used to prepare emulsion gel beads using sodium alginate as 

the polymer. The gel beads containing oil was prepared by gently mixing or homogenizing 

oil and water phase containing sodium alginate which was then extruded in to calcium 

chloride solution. The effects of factors like concentration of oil, drug: polymer ratio, 

alginate: HPMC ratio and drug entrapment efficiency, floating lag time, morphology and 

drug release were studied. The use of combinations of sodium alginate and HPMC were used 

to study the effect on the sustaining property of the formed beads. It was found that sodium 

alginate was not sufficient to sustain the drug release at gastric pH. Instead of it, appropriate 

combination of alginate and HPMC could provide the sustain release of drug. 
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The antianemic potential of Picrorhiza kurroa extracts on phenylhydrazine induced anemia 

in rats was investigated. The ethanolic extract of Picrorhiza kurroa leaves is evaluated on 

anaemia model of rat induced by intraperitoneal injection of phenylhydrazine at 40 mg/kg for 

2 days. Oral administration of these plant extracts at 100 mg/kg/day and 200 mg/kg/day, to 

the rats previously treated with phenylhydrazine, increased the concentration of haemoglobin, 

red blood cells number, haematocrit and reticulocytosis rate. 
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Diabetes mellitus is one of the common metabolic disorders, and 2.8% of the populations 

suffer from this disease throughout the world. Herbal medicines in treatment of diabetes are 

accepted increasingly with growing scientific evidences of biomedical research and clinical 

trials. There are large number of herbal anti-diabetic drugs discovered having a long history 

and some of them have been used in clinical setting as the conventional anti-diabetic drugs. 

Herbal medicine is oriented toward prevention, health maintenance and treatment of diseases.  

Anti-diabetic herbal products are considered to be more effective for the management of 

diabetes as com- pared to single herbs.  Recently, research continuously focuses on clues 

from traditional use of herbal medicines to develop new anti-diabetic drugs. In the present 

paper, we analyzed the patented agents from herbal medicines in recent years, as potential 

anti-diabetic substances. The present review gives an account to update on the several types 

of diabetes and Patents of herbal products to upgrade the existing knowledge. 
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The aim of this study was to prepare and evaluate incorporating solid lipid nanoparticles 

(SLNs) of diclofenac sodium for systemic delivery of the active after ocular application. 

Diclofenac sodium loaded solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) have been successfully developed 

using a microemulsion technique. Three different formulations were prepared It was found 

that variation in the amount of ingredients had profound effects on the diclofenac sodium 

loading capacity, the mean particle size, and size distribution of charge, morphology, and 

drug-lipid compatibility. At optimized process conditions, diclofenac sodium loaded SLNs 

showed spherical particles with a mean particle size of 450 nm and 60% diclofenac sodium 

incorporation efficacy was achieved. The SLNs were evaluated for in vitro drug release, ex-

vivo permeation studies. The SLN sustained the drug release for 6 h in vitro. The results 

suggest enhancement in ocular delivery of diclofenac sodium with incorporating SLNs. 
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Type 2 diabetes is a chronic metabolic disorder that has a significant impact on the health, 

quality of life, and life expectancy of patients, as well as on the health care system. Exercise, 

diet, and weight control continue to be essential and effective means of improving glucose 

homeostasis. Despite considerable progress in the treatment of diabetes by oral 

hypoglycaemic agents, search for newer drugs continues because the existing synthetic drugs 

have several limitations .The herbal drugs with antidiabetic activity are yet to be 

commercially formulated as modern medicines, even though they have been acclaimed for 

their therapeutic properties in the traditional systems of medicine. The present study concise 

on the effect of a compound ethanolic extract of all three plants as leaf extract of Annona 

squamosa, leaf extract of Eclipta alba and leaf extract of butea monosperma, on fasting blood 

sugar levels and serum biochemical analysis in alloxan-induced diabetic rats were 

investigated. All the concentration of compound extracts produced a significant antidiabetic 

activity at dose levels 1/5 and 1/10 of their lethal doses. Concurrent histological studies of the 

pancreas of these animals showed comparable regeneration by ethanolic extracts which were 

earlier, necrosed by alloxan. 
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A career in Regulatory Affairs, unfolds a vista full of opportunities. Since the early 1960's, 

there has been an ever-increasing public and government interest in the safety and efficacy of 

pharmaceutical and medical device products. This interest has been accompanied by a 

growing number of regulations that regulatory agencies, such as the Food and Drug 

Administration, DCI, UKMCA/UKMHRA, have imposed upon the health care product 

industries. This increase in regulatory requirements for pharmaceutical and medical device 

products has dictated that companies in these industries establish a distinct department, 

staffed with uniquely qualified professionals to assure that all these requirements are met. 

The job opportunities for Regulatory Affairs Professionals are excellent in the areas of 

Regulatory Affairs and Quality Operations. Career options include the pharmaceutical, 

biotechnological, veterinary, cosmetic, food and medical devices industries, Contract 

Research Organizations, government. These professionals will find employment as 

Regulatory Affairs Associates, Regulatory Affairs Assistants, Quality Assurance Associates, 

Quality Assurance Investigators, Documentation Administrators and Medical Information 

Associates, Drug Inspectors, Drug Controllers, Regulatory Affairs Consultants for 

Pharma/Biotechnology Industry, Regulatory Food Safety Scientist, Pharmaco-vigilance 

Manager, Drug Safety Specialist, etc. 
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The law and regulation governing the pharmaceutical industry were adopted to protect the 

consuming public by attempting to provide drugs of consistent quality, purity and efficacy. 

The study describes about various regulation and guidance prevailing in the current generic 

pharmaceutical industry like cGMP, WHO, USFDA, UKMHRA, EMEA, and also the drug 

regulatory mechanism in India. 

According to US FDA, generic drugs are identical or bioequivalent to the brand name 

counterpart with respect to pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties. They are 

produced and distributed without any patent protection.After the expiry of patent or 

marketing rights of the patented drug, generic drugs are marketed.Generic drugs are available 

at affordable prices with maintaining quality. Generic Drugs are available all over the world 

at affordable prices with maintaining quality. These „Generic‟ formulations balance public 

interest like critical disease like cancer, AIDS etc. FDA does not allow a 45 percent 

difference in the effectiveness of the generic drug product. 
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In an environment of change within the Pharmaceutical Industry, the role of Regulatory 

Affairs have never been more central to the success of an organization. Recent trends towards 

innovation, improvement and extension of previously approved products and the manufacture 

of Generic medicines mean that an appreciation of the regulatory pathways available to the 

regulatory professional is vital to the role .Regulatory Affairs is a comparatively new 

profession which has developed from the desire of governments to protect public health, by 

controlling the safety and efficacy of products in areas including pharmaceuticals, veterinary 

medicines, medical devices, pesticides, agrochemicals, cosmetics and complementary 

medicines. The companies responsible for the discovery, testing, manufacture and marketing 

of these products also want to ensure that they supply products that are safe and make a 

worthwhile contribution to public health and welfare. Drug development and 

commercialization is highly regulated. The path to drug registration (Marketing Approval) is 

paved with good intention but can be complicated. The success of regulatory strategy is less 

dependent on the regulations than on how they are interpreted, applied, and communicated 

within companies and to outside constituents. The Regulatory Affairs department will take 

part in the development of the product marketing concepts and is usually required to approve 

packaging and advertising before it is used commercially 
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Abstract- The pharmaceutical and medical device research and development Industries are 

among the most highly regulated industries in the country. As India is growing very rapidly 

in pharmaceutical sector, there is a need of regulatory affairs professionals to cater the current 

needs of industries for the global competition. Without fulfilling requirements of law of land, 

it is practically impossible to have drug products in market. It is not stopping till initial 

marketing approval of the product but it goes beyond that and demands management of 

approval by submitting post marketing surveillance data, variation application and renewal 

during the approval life cycle of product. Due to rapid increase in laws, regulations and 

guidelines for reporting safety, efficacy and quality of new medicinal products, necessity for 

expert regulatory professional arises tremendously. Regulatory affairs professionals are the 

link between pharmaceutical industries and worldwide regulatory agencies. They are required 

to be well versed in the laws, regulations, guidelines and guidance of the regulatory agencies 
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The design and development of new drug delivery systems with the intention of enhancing 

the efficacy of existing drugs is an ongoing process in pharmaceutical research. It is 

necessary for a pharmaceutical solution to contain a therapeutic dose of the drug in a volume 

convenient for administration. Of the many types of drug delivery systems that have been 

developed, one in particular, the colloidal drug delivery system has great potential for 

achieving the goal in drug targeting. Due to the presence of different domains of variable 

polarity in the microemulsion systems, they show a huge potential to be used as drug delivery 

vehicles for a variety of drugs.  Microemulsions have emerged as novel vehicles which allow 

sustained or controlled release for percutaneous, peroral, topical, transdermal, ocular and 

parenteral administration of medicaments. They offer the advantage of spontaneous 

formation, ease of manufacturing and scale-up, thermodynamic stability, improved drug 

solubilization of hydrophobic drugs and bioavailability. The formulation of microemulsions 

for pharmaceutical use requires a thorough understanding of the properties, uses, and 

limitations of microemulsions. Three distinct microemulsions-oil external, water external and 

middle phases can be used for drug delivery, depending upon the type of drug and the site of 

action. It has unique properties, namely, ultralow interfacial tension, large interfacial area, 

thermodynamic stability and the ability to solubilize otherwise immiscible liquids. 

Microemulsion are having wide applications and uses such as in pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, 

cutting oils, biotechnology, food , agrochemicals, environmental detoxification, analytical 

applications, microporus media synthesis etc. 

Keywords: Microemulsions; drug delivery systems; solubility and bioavailability 

enhancement; surfactant; co-surfactant 
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Stability plays an important role in drug development process. Stability studies ensuring  the 

maintenance of product quality safety and efficacy throughout the selflife are considered as 

pre-requisite for the acceptance and approval of any pharmaceutical product.It explain several 

factors that effect the quality of a drug products varieswith time under drug influence of 

enviormental factors such as temperature, humidity, and light.These studies are required to be 

conducted in a planned way following the guidelines issued by ICH,WHO and other agencies 

.Selflife for thedrug substance and recommendedstorage  conditions of API,ICH ,and  EMEA 

guidelines define stability data package for new drug substance or drug product that is 

sufficient for a registration application with in the three regions of the EC, JAPAN and 

UNITEDSTATE, 
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GMPs or Good Manufacturing Practices (also referred to as cGMP or Current Good 

Manufacturing Practices), are a set of guidelines that address the principles required in the 

manufacturing and care of products intended for human use and regulated by the Food & 

Drug Administration (FDA). GMPs are established due to common standards set by the 

industry to ensure products are manufactured safely and with quality assurance. The aim of 

GMPs is to build quality into the product and the service.  GMPs  is a production and testing 

practice that helps to ensure a quality product. Many countries have legislated that 

pharmaceutical and medical device companies must follow GMP procedures, and have 

created their own GMP guidelines that correspond with their legislation. Basic concepts of all 

of these guidelines remain more or less similar to the ultimate goals of safeguarding the 

health of the patient as well as producing good quality medicine, medical devices or active 

pharmaceutical products. In the U.S. a drug may be deemed adulterated if it has passed all of 

the specifications tests but is found to be manufactured in a condition which violates current 

good manufacturing guideline. Therefore, complying with GMP is a mandatory aspect in 

pharmaceutical manufacturing.  
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Quality assurance (QA) and independent audit is critical function  in the pharmaceutical 

manufacturing industry to assure reliability of the products, adherence to approved 

specifications, and conformation of current good manufacturing practices (cGMP) to 

regulation. The cGMP regulations assign specific duties to the quality control unit. The unit is 

required to have the responsibility and authority to approve or reject all components, drug 

product containers, closures, in - process materials, packaging material labeling, and drug 

products. All specifications, standards, sampling plans, test procedures, or other laboratory 

control mechanisms, including any changes, must be in writing and reviewed and approved 

by the quality control unit. The quality control unit is responsible for any complaint involving 

the possible failure of a drug product. Quality assurance activities are those processes and 

activities conducted to assure that a product or service consistently satisfies its requirements 

and is fit for its intended use. In the pharmaceutical manufacturing environment, this means 

the activities conducted to assure that the pharmaceutical product‟s identity, strength, purity, 

potency, and other quality attributes conform to approved specifications. 

Key words- Quality assurance, cGMP, Quality control. 
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The term” Nutraceutical” was coined from nutrition and pharmaceutical in 1989 by Stephen 

De Felice, MD founder and chairmen of Foundation for Innovation In Medicine .According 

to De Felice ,`A nutraceutical is defined as any food or part of food which provides health 

benefits including prevention and treatment of disease‟. Since the term was coined by De 

Felice, the meaning has been modified by Health Canada which defines nutraceuticals as a 

product isolated from food and generally sold in medicinal forms not usually associated with 

food and demonstrated to have a physiological benefit or provide protection against chronic 

diseases. Nutraceuticals have emerged as a necessity for consumers in developed and in 

developing countries. Nutraceuticals in the recent years have witnessed a tremendous 

increase in the interest among the consumers due to their potential of providing health 

benefits. Nutrients, herbals, and dietary supplements are major constituents of 

nutraceuticals.There were multiple laws and regulations covering the foods in India but there 

was no single law that could have significantly regulated the Nutraceuticals. In 2006 the 

Indian government passed Food Safety and Standard Act to integrate and streamline the 

many regulations regarding nutraceuticals, foods and dietary supplements.Worldwide 

Regulatory authorities are focusing on the product quality and safety as these are meant for 

human consumption. In Indian context, along with FSSA, the nutraceuticals producers must 

be in tune with product evaluation and types of licenses required to import or manufacture a 

product in market and requirements of label claims. 
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Patenting life: Herbs in Indian scenario 
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Indian herbs getting impact globally, a rich natural heritage of India nurture the life and 

infuse prosperity. India has started exploring the ethnopharmacological approach of Drug 

discovery and has begun to file patents on herbal drugs. Herbs from different regions with 

eminent profile are the inevitable source for R&D in India. The research and development 

sector of several pharmaceutical and biotechnological industries dealing with herbs influence 

tremendous significance around the world. The patent regime of India heralds an expansion 

of its care and protect over the enormous species of herbs. The present study attempts to 

identify the innovations in the herbal drugs by analyzing patenting tends in India. 

Keywords: Indian patent, herbs, pharmaceutical industry, research and development  
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FORMULATION AND EVALUATION OF THEOPHYLLINE FLOATING DRUG 
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The objective of this research work was to formulate and evaluate the floating drug delivery 

system containing Theophylline as a model and to optimize the drug release profile by using 

Plackett-Burman designs. Theophylline tablets were prepared using HPMC K100M, xanthan 

gum, carbopol934P, PVP K30, MCC. The release mechanisms of Theophylline from floating 

tabled where evaluated on the basis of Peppas model. The n value of all formulations except 

“FD11” ranges from lowest 0.5808 to highest 0.8183 which is in the range of 0.45 < n < 0.89 

which indicate the mechanism of release of Theophylline is anomalous (non-Fickian) 

transport. However the n value of the optimized formula “OF-1” and “FD11” ( >0.9), indicate 

that, the mechanism of release fallows zero order release kinetics. The optimized formula is 

following the zero order release kinetics, which met the rule of controlled drug delivery 

system. The FT-IR and TLC studies compatibility of excipients is no chemical interaction 

with excipients. Present study has demonstrated the successful utilization of technique of 

Differential scanning calorimeter to assess the compatibility of Theophylline with the 

excipients in the development of floating drug delivery system of Theophylline. Based on the 

results of D.S.C, majority of the excipients were found to be compatible with theophylline. 

However, results showed that there might be some interaction between theophylline with 

HPMC K100M, carbopol 934P, PVP K30 and sodium bicarbonate. 

 

 

Key words: 

 Carbopol 934P, PVP K30,  Theophylline and Floating drug delivery systems (FDDS)  
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 A patent is a set of exclusive rights granted by a sovereign state to an inventor or their 

assignee for a limited period of time, in exchange for the public disclosure of the invention.A 

patentee enjoys exclusive right to prevent the third party from unauthorized act of making, 

using, offering for sale, selling or importing the patented product or process within the 

country during the term of the patentthe first legislation in India relating to patents was the 

Act VI of 1856. The objective of this legislation was to encourage inventions of new and 

useful manufactures and to induce inventors to disclose secret of their inventions.The Patents 

Act was enacted by the Government of India in the year 1970 in pursuance of its powers 

under Entry 49 of the List I of Schedule VII of the Constitution of India. 
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From Hyoscyamus herb and hyoscyamus leaves it‟s dried part of leave and flowering top, is 

consist by hyoscyamus niger which is blonging to the family of solanaceae. it geographical 

source is India,Europe, North Africa and is cultivated at Russia ,Belgium ,India and that 

cultivation is done in temperate region at altitude of  2400-3300m. In India is cultivated at 

Kashmir and some part of uttrakhand. It‟s used widely commercially in India ,England .The 

seed propogation method is applied for growing seed and it required at least 2-3 week for 

germination seedling are transplant in month of may and half of june. The 75-80cm of 

distance is to be maintained two row when they showing.The seed depth germination is about 

2-3inch under the soil. It‟s leaves around 25cm long lamina and grayish green colour and 

shape like ovate-oblong to triangular ovate. It‟s flower funnel shaped and yellow colour 

showing purplish veins. It‟s epidemis coverd with smooth cutical and numerous glandular 

trichomes having anisocytic stomata are present in epidermal layer most of the cells 

contained calcium oxalate crystal.The chief chemical constituent is hyoscyamin 

[C17H23NO3].It may act as anticholinergic drugs. The pure extract of this drugs may be 

directly effect on spasm of urinary tract and used as a antispasmodic and antiasthamatic agent 

without any side effect as compare to synthetic preparation of that kind of drugs.The 

screening of hyoscyamus via TLC making it mobile phase solution of acetone-distilled water-

ammonia in proportion of (80:2:5) and taking siliga gel for preparation of TLC plates will be 

and kept in solution the given data conform that hyoscyamin having concentration about 

65%.So that it is chief constituent of hyoscyamus. 

KEY WORDS-: Antispasmodic activity, Commercially production, Hyoscyamin 
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The scientific name of clove is Syzygium aromaticum. It belongs to the genus 

Syzygium.Clove oils (eugenol) have biological activities, such as antibacterial, antifungal, 

insecticidal and antioxidant properties, and are used traditionally as flavoring agent and 

antimicrobial material in food. clove oil was effective against L. monocytogenes and S. 

Enteritidis in tryptone soya broth (TSB) and cheese. The high levels of eugenol contained in 

clove essential oil give it strong biological activity and antimicrobial activity. This phenolic 

compound can denature proteins and reacts with cell membrane phospholipids changing their 

permeability. Clove oil also has several therapeutic effects, including antiphlogistic, 

antivomiting, analgesic, antispasmodic, anticarminative, kidney reinforcement, antiseptic, 

HCMV extracorporeal restraining effect. The effects of clove oil, a commonly used fish 

anesthetic. This anaesthetic is regarded as a carcinogenic and also a 21-day withdrawal period 

is required if the fish is intended for human consumption. Clove oil is extracted from buds, 

leaves and stems of clove tree (Eugenia aromatica; the active  compound is eugenol) and it 

has traditionally been used as topical anaesthetic for  toothaches, headaches and joint pain . It 

is also used as food additive. Cloves (Syzygium Aromaticum), many medicinal uses have been 

most famously applied to toothache, and for mouth and throat inflammation. Cloves are well 

known also for their antiemetic (relieves nausea and vomiting) and carminative properties 

and for dental pain relief. The higher doses (the recommended dose is 400 mg/l) of clove oil 

is considered a humane means of euthanasia. Eugenol has been used extensively in dentistry 

for its anesthetic and antianaerobic bacteria activity. Clove oil possesses free radical eugenol 

alone. 

Key words:- Clove oils(eugenol),Pharmacological effect, Biological activities. 
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Regulatory Affairs is a comparatively new profession which has developed from the desire of 

governments to protect public health, by controlling the safety and efficacy of products in 

areas including pharmaceuticals, veterinary medicines, medical devices, pesticides, 

agrochemicals, cosmetics and complementary medicines. The companies responsible for the 

discovery, testing, manufacture and marketing of these products also want to ensure that they 

supply products that are safe and make a worthwhile contribution to public health and 

welfare. Most companies, whether they are major multinational pharmaceutical corporations 

or small, innovative biotechnology companies, have specialist departments of Regulatory 

Affairs professionals. RA professionals come from a variety of disciplines such as law, 

academics, industrial research and medicine. It is a promising field for scientists searching for 

alternative careers because it offers a multitude of jobs and opportunities for development. 

The modern view of RA as a dynamic, business oriented unit, focused on getting products to 

the market  with a commercially viable label as quickly as possible is a visionary and 

competitive paradigm. With increasing outsourcing of jobs to India coupled with flamboyant 

salaries, burgeoning technically educated middle class proficient in English, the regulatory 

affairs industry is poised for rapid growth. Regulatory Affairs, therefore, promises to be an 

interesting career option in India for pharmacy graduates. It will definitely pave the way for 

greater development and integration of careers with the global workforce and improve the 

competencies of graduates in the country.   
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Over the last few decades the role of medicinal plants as a primary tool in the preservation of 

health and management of diseases is realized with great concern. People are using herbal 

medicines from centuries for safety, efficacy, cultural acceptability and lesser side effects. 

Since the use of synthetic drug molecules that produce harmful side effects. Many traditional 

medicines in use are derived from medicinal plants, minerals and organic matter. Medicinal 

plants are commonly available in abundance, especially in the tropics. Plants are valuable for 

modern medicine in four basic ways, they are used as a source of direct therapeutic agents, 

serve as a raw material base for elaboration of more complex semi synthetic chemical 

compounds; the chemical structures derived from plant sources can be used as models for 

new synthetic compounds and finally medicinal plants can be used as taxonomic markers for 

the discovery of new compounds. , WHO has brought out guidelines for the assessment of 

herbal medicines with the objective of defining basic criteria for the evaluation of quality, 

safety and efficacy of phyto-drugs. Quality control of crude drugs material, plant preparations 

and finished products. Stability assessment and shelf life. Safety based on experience or 

toxicological studies. Assessment of efficacy by ethanomedical information and biological 

activity evaluations etc.  
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The regulation of medical products has been expanding since early 20
th

 century. Regulatory 

agencies are being established in an ever increasing number of countries across the globe. 

Those that have established are reorganizing their systems and attempting to harmonize with 

organizations of other countries. The pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical devices are 

among the most highly regulated industries in the world. Regulatory affairs (RA) 

professionals are employed in pharmaceutical industry, government, academic research and 

clinical institutions. The key role of RA professional is broader than registration of products, 

they advise companies both strategically and technically at the highest level. Their role 

begins right from development of a product to making, marketing and post marketing 

strategies. Their advice at all stages both in terms of legal and technical requirements help 

companies save a lot of time and money in developing the product and marketing the same. 

For countries that do not have their on regulations the World Health Organization guidelines 

on health matters and World Trade Organization on trade regulations between nations is 

followed. RA professionals come from a variety of disciplines such as law, academics, 

industrial research and medicine. It is a promising field for scientists searching for alternative 

careers because it offers a multitude of jobs and opportunities for development.  
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